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Texas Colle~ of Mines
EI Paso, Texas

At last despairing tinkle of Curtiss household Big Ben, heroine Sipper brushes cobwebs
from eyes, faces new day with fresh courage, with four hours sleep .... She logically thought
it best to leave for 10 o'clock class by 10: 15 .... Our Margaret attends interesting lecture
on civilization of Byzantine empire .... To console herself for rashly attending class, she
takes refuge, refreshment, in Co-op coke, hears, sneers at joke she told five years past ....
Some one had a quarter, so she goes to lunch; wistfully devours chicken salad, coke; wistfully wishes quarter, waist-line would. stand for more .... According to Esquire, which she
peruses constantly, tanned athletic young men are in vogue. She decides to cultivate tanned

r;g

athletic young man, finds he is not interested in Sip, but in zip .... With weather eye cocked
4J ~ for gossip, she relaxes, attains illusion of glamour, gets talons ducoed .... Bedecked in well ...
_~ ~ known formal, she awaits date, who has been awaiting her for thirty minutes, being enter ...
r <?<:>tained
by papa's ideas on the worthlessness of collegiate manhood .... She makes up for
C5 lunch with dinner which brings a check of proportions similar to Forensic appropriation,
~cT' thus making date punch-drunk counting on his fingers .... At the ball, she dances divinely,
thinks it more fun wheedling coke out of partner .... And so to bed, three hours past mid...
s::-night, two hours past family dead-line.
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OUR DAY ON THE CAMPUS

Has been brightened

these last years by the contributions made by an unselfish
.

group of local men, acting as the "Friends of Mines."
ADVICE, FINANCI~L

AID, Continual support of every

,

worth-while college activity have been their contribution;
further requests their reward.
BACKED BY THEIR

Fiery president Dee Belding, these

men have pushed the College of Mines further on its road
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lJ- to recognition. The results of their labor cannot be measured,
yet they cannot be ignored.
THEY HAVE-BEEN Unstinting in their labors. They have
,

:d sacrificed their personal time, their leisure, that we might
I

1:

benefit all the more.
SO AS A TOKEN

Of their merit, we dedicate this, The

1940 Flowsheet, to them,

THE

FRIENDS

OF MINES

THE 1940

FLOWSHEET

BOB CLARK

Editor
DAVID TAPPAN

Business Manager
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Surly Dave Tappan meditates mournfully before press room's Model 1903 typewriter, while his feet go to sleep on table,
hile listener goes to sleep on his own feet ....
Using obsolete Bible (Seek and ye shall lind) system of typing, Chief
Charles Edward Bounds pecks out another edict on keeping office clean, quiet, comfy
Co-ed prexy Jimmy Lou
Stowe lays down law to followers, ably supported by century plant Willie Fernandez
Hell Week: Hapless Horde
of Horrible Hags, plus mousetraps in hair and galvinized pails in hands, minus make-up and hair-do, gives vocal rendition of East Lynne or Shame On The Man Who Pursued Her ....
In this corner, Betty Thompson, at 120 lbs., with
coy grin and designing eye, hopefully angles for ride to lower valley home, , . , Favorable exchange:
two engineer
slimes drop lime-kegs, grab blonde spectator watching M-Day orgy, obviously enjoy sharing white man's burden
.
Hi-Jinx Day, climax of Hell Week: flaunting onion bouquets, freshmen women sit in sun, discuss their tragic lot
.

Posture contestants lined up in formals to prove adage, "It's not what you swing; it's the way that you swing itl" Posture
contestants, under direction of Drama Instructor Ball, met early in fall. learned the difference between waddling and
walking, between swaying and swinging. Early in the winter, the group presented the first exhibition of obstensibly good
posture; followed up with another in March. Shows were characterized by noticable absence of tripping on part of contestants; whistling on part of audience ....
Grid Queen Dee Cottingim receives posies, gives phoney grin at final football game ....
The smitten Smokey plus the glamorous Gibson pose for flattering photo; Smokey sees Marie Montague
in distance and will soon be off in pursuit ....
On the bench in earnest prayer sit Mack Saxon plus crew as Muckers on
field battle for Mines and renewal of next year's contracts ....
All the while leading yells, Mines anti-tonsil demonstrators make plans for a concession selling Listerine. lozenges, miscellaneous throat aids.

"Bristle" Willis and Clark. sit. sweat, swear in Zoo Lab. under capable supervision of "Bristles" brother ....
Bacter~
iology: Under guidance of Dr. Anton Helmar (no fooling) Berkman. the class peers through microscopes and learns
that wood alcohol taken internally does not kill flu germ ....
The Prospector is out; campus critics of contemporary
times glance over the college rag before starting out on their weekly pogrom to purge the Muckeditor ....
This picture
is still mystery as to cause and event; Keltner paddling Cottingim for something ....
Margaret
Des Saulles without
question; with sister Dorothy's shared jacket ....
High school drum majorettes line up for judging. and what could
be more pleasant ....
One more photoshot of Sky-Oueen Margie Elkins, who has probably been up once or twice by
now ....
Bill Black at controls of plane, which is on ground nevertheless.
(Musing:
Does the confident smile remain
when ship has left the ground?) ....
George King probably playing an exciting game of solitary gargantuan tic-tactoe or putting up scurrilous propoganda ....
Ned Williams in still another of these CAA shots. reclining in the little
crate just before taking off.

Strong, silent Kikl Escudero looks strongly, silently out across campus ....
Freshman plus date strolls with nonchalant
apprehension across patch of grass near Holliday Hall ....
Pipe-smoking Harry Phillips cheerfully winds tape around
shank of cheerless grid player, reminds cheerless one of Alma Mater and paid board ....
Studious [erce de Jonah leers
at King Lear ....
Des Saulles and Nellie McCutchan grin, plot, peer through books, make eyes at neighbors ....
This
picture keeps boundsing up; same shot, same squint, same suit ....
Stupid Side-Car dozes with watchful eyes, plans
revenge for fancied slight ....
M-Day Notes: Alice Gehring gazes grinning at frantic Freshman ....
O'Neal, Branch,
Evans, et al. amiably entertain Gallagher the Ghastly ....
Pep group plus Miss 1940 FLOwsHEET blast roof off del
Norte with loud shouts ....
Don Lance with critical eye ....
Wistful Willis with facial expression of torpedoed whale
....
Mamie Lee Wood with downcast look ....
M-Day slimes with forced grins ....
Toothpaste ad: Sims and Woods,
exuding perspiration and good cheer ....
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MUSIC blares; knees go up; skirts go up; stocks on fatted cal ves go up 40; pulses in bald-headed row go up 60; temperatures go up 80 ....
Candid camera looks at nature: Elder Pitts stomachs white man's burden ....
Pep Rally: On
night before Mucker-Red Raider grid fray, Mines Band, Gold Diggers. plus scores of upperclassmen plus scores more of
freshmen assembled, marched. stumbled. snake-danced through down-town streets. Entire aggregation then crowded into
Hotel Paso Del Norte. and to confusion of clerks. to amusement of guests. put on most enthusiastic rally of the year.
Photoshot shows Gold Diggers, et al., shouting, singing to high heaven. More interesting than shouts, however. were facial expressions of rallyists; some solemn, some smiling, some strained. all open-mouthed. Most interesting of all was fact
that though 550 spirited students were crowded together, no damage was reported by hotel management ....
Kornfeld.
hero of American Youth. hero of last year's missing Nugget, dances on divinely ....
Tony Redmon calls on big business deal; photograph of a photographer ....
Band goes into beat; Gold Diggers go into "M" formation ....
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Buxom Ned Wilson supports prop, or props support, or something. Keeps hand in pocket to show fearlessness and confidence, or else to still quaking knees
Vaulter soars, sails, shows perfect form in clearing pole. Legs akimbo show
that vaulter is not at vault in style
Sexy prexy Bob Snider shows personality grin that handed him presidency of
High Flyers. He holds hand behind him so that plane will not take off while he is holding it down ....
Beckham just
grins. Obviously doesn't give a dern if plane does take off, and doesn't care where his hands are placed for snap. But his
coveralls are clean ....
A bunch of the would-be hard-rock miners pose just before a day's work, then disband. The
shovels, German helmets, and intent expressions are stage props. The hole is real ....
Tiffany Rinehart squats for shot
of something with his peep-sight camera. He adjusts shutter, sets time, gets a focus. and then finds he forgot to load
....
This airplane we have seen before is indeed beautiful. Instructor and student blot out most of lines, but some of
assemblage can be seen. Wish they had another ship out there ....
Southwestern
Relay Queen Woods charms the
Ysleta track team, cuts their time in half, as each wonders how to beat the other's time with Margaret ....
phylum:
hirsute, class, hardluckdance.
These specimens are found in swampy ground, dead logs, and fens. Not dangerous. but
give off vicious odors, and are of nauseous appearance. Are not tamed easily, and do not molt except under extraordinary
conditions.

With solid ground beneath their feet. flying aces Elkins. Gallagher, Black, standing near wobbly, sweet-Hying CAA crate
....
Like Colossus of Rhodes, Harry Phillips glowers at mutinous grid player who thinks he has case of house-maid's
knee ....
With undulating
forms, swaying to soft. vibrant music. they dance ....
The great American notion of a
hair-pulling scene; to show they mean business, look at the forehead of gentleman in rear ....
And in the net; a supposedly thrilling shot of what is obviously a basketball game ....
Mines pep rally: Muckers plus Muckerettes
yell with
open mouths for Mines or something ....
Basking in brilliance of noon-day sun, All-Conference
Heineman strolls about
....
All up in the air. CAA fledgeling plus instructor ....
And Stringer dances ....
Eager Evans leers, yells, perspires ....
Other half of family Curtiss in coy pose on stone ....
This is not Garbo ....
Chic Mack Saxon after
stepping out of band-box into puddle ....
Smokey, Court Jester of Co-op, making the rounds for a Saturday night
date. while Gibson dreams dreams of dreams ....
Lois Andre feeding advertising
burro lumps of sugar (burro not
shown) ....
Dr. Sonnichsen takes roll. makes mental observation of cutting Muckers ....
Julius Carrerra gazing at
greener pastures.

Mines' yell-leaders set pace for bigger. better tonsilectomies ....
APO initiates in weird costumes lug lamb. hot water
bottle in futile bid for laughter
Curator Strain strains at carpenter act ....
Royal Court of Co-op basks, bulls,
bellows at co-ed passers-by
Zeta hop: brave souls going down to scene on steps ....
Mutual admirers: Kornfeld
and smaller pig ....
Hell Week: with ghastly grins, female slimes duck defiantly behind bushes ....
Saxon. Phillips
sit in midst of dainty flock. hope for best
Marjorie Borgia Middleton leeringly in quest of victim ....
Wilma
Mae Meyer in carefully posed candid shot
Sadie Hawkins' Day pig in process of being pignapped by Silly Slimes
Salem & Willis, Immorally supported by Clark. Saffold. Post cub-scribe ....
Ted Husing [unell drawls reports of grid
game; thousands of radios click off ....
Ibby Whitaker blasts pink toothbrush rumors with ivory smile ....
Group
picture of Bill Branch blots out another group picture of Press Club ....
Boss discusses life, European situation, Aca~
demic situation with Dave the Tappen ....

A scar is born; kill. kill, kill in the name of Mines and Saxon ....
Drawma; College Players' propaganda
for ~ Star,
Mary III ....
Faculty, Dr. Wiggins, gather to make friends with Ex-Students
at annual banquet & pow-wow , ...
Preened & pretty, forty-three Mines' co-eds gather for FLowsHEET beauty contest; anxiously peer about to see if dresses
are duplicated, then file out in apprehensive manner of lion being thrown to Christians to be judged on posture, carriage,
beauty, ability to wear clothes. personality. ability to get personality across footlights. Some dazzled. all sparkled. none
disappointed. Ten most dazzling were chosen FLowsHEET beauties. No Earl Carroll's. no Atlantic City, contest was
nevertheless best ever staged at Mines, was probably best ever staged in city ....
Contestants relax for moment. wait
for cues
Lampert the Goon. weary of Fourth Estate, covers head in manner of ostrich, hibernates for duration of
winter
Camera study of Man at work ....

Over the moon is out; since it is probably bad to jump to a conclusion, Frank Mangan uses a vaulting pole ....
Minnie
the miller's daughter is just about to be put through the mill by the villian in this touching Hi-Jinx Day drammer. Actress: Peggy Snell ....
She whirls and twirls. Drum majorettes' contest ....
The flying aces pull aces out of their
sleeves in the shade of the old fuselage ....
Ghastly Gallagher plus Morbid Montague plus plane ....
Don't ask us
what this means; probably some strange form of Oriental torture newly introduced into this country by Ling Po or Czar
Alexander ....
The ball is in the air; players stand around and eye it Wistfully; audience nervously swallows false teeth,
chewing gum, knuckles and Adam's Apples: all the while the ball is in the air
Action shot of Man Falling Through
Space After Clearing Pole. which makes a snappy caption for a nice picture
Photo-Portrait
of Girl in Wistful Mood;
girl is Winnie Andresen; wistful mood is probably caused by Pell wading through one of his poems ....
Bands. lots of
bands, lined up in hopes of winning first place for nicest noise.

With Purkey and Grant leading band, Gold Diggers, temperatures, Muckers, et. al., to higher heights. intermission show
goes on. Freshmen Grant and Purkey did dandy job of twirling batons and grid-fans' hearts around fingers ....
Paving
the way for more sore throats. Mines yell-leaders go through routines and produce yells from once lethargic Muckerspectators ....
The weird sisters. Sip and Patty, all bundled up for the cold. cold winter and a chance to show off their
ducky new fall outfits ....
Band and Gold Diggers perform for edification of grandstanders
and cut cute capers which
are brain-children
of Band Director Johnson ....
The night of Dec. 19th was a remarkable night in that the Mines'
Co-ed Association put on its annual dance. Shown above are a few of the co-ed officers, which make a remarkable picture. More remarkable, however. was the dance itself. The old order was reversed; girls dated boys, paid expenses and
furnished transportation.
Boys furnished nothing but themselves, Most remarkable of all was the dance theme, carried
out on a "Wizard of Oz" pattern. Bedecked in green, with a weird but wonderful entrance. Holliday Hall that night
furnished the setting for one of the most popular dances of the year.

The rains came. drenched 6500 grid fans at Hardin-Simmons
game. did not drench fans' spirits. Snap shows Cowboy
and Mines yell-leaders in deluge at friendly grips ....
Reaching a new high in jackass ideas, El Burro ad-snatcher
Wintroub raided three states. two nations in quest of a donkey. was successful. brought braying beast to Mines campus.
Burro is one in lower center. Others: Wintroub,
Hobbs. Lois Andre ....
Silly Side-car Salem in characteristic
pose,
complete with lip-stick, tin cup. tightly bound, enthroned on waste basket ....
Sterling quality in form of Claragene,
taking limelight in FLowsHEET beauty contest ....
Gallag her lissomly reclines against Branch and other rocks high up
on mountain ....
Hear the Fords go by; economical transportation
with a bang ....
Hell Week; Bucket Brigade of
Hideous Hags gives one last swallow, rattle mousetraps in their hanks, give last glance at outside world, prepares for
Things-to-Come
....
Dr. Berkman draws wierd designs in designing manner, prepares class for multiple line game of
tit-tat-too ....
To rhythm of maddening music (Varsitonians),
Jenny Bob Crimen gets her clutch engaged ....
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Student Association President Jimmy King is the slow-talking, low-toned,
tobacco-chewing footballer seen meandering about all the campus dances. The
laconic one with the ready grin lets his actions talk. and always has plenty
to say that way. In the executive council he has kept perfect order, which
is a major accomplishment with a group containing Buchholz. Pitts, and Tillman. King certainly cannot be accused of blowing his own horn, for he has
constantly remained in the back-ground. letting his cohorts get all the possible
publicity. Co-operating with the faculty to an unusual degree, he has made
the wants of the students known. King will be remembered as a conscientious
worker for the good of the Student Association.

The executive council was entertained this year with the deep-voiced singing
of Vice-President Bobbie Hunnicutt, she of the constant hurry and fluttering
hands. Bobbie's favorite past-times seem to be warbling Mexican songs, drinking
cokes, and worrying about passing her advanced Spanish courses. A constant
attendant of the council meetings. her side-mouthed remarks laid the other
members in the aisles. She is known as a pretty serious gal underneath it all,
with a discerning eye for literature, but with a depraved taste for Browning
and Swinburne. (She also has a great interest in parlor stories). Bobbie's
personality and interest have made her an asset to the association, because it
enabled her to perform duties that would be tedious to others.

Some obscure disease, psychological or physiological, has caused secretary
Jennie Bob Crimen to emit a startling snort after each gale of laughter. This
mannerism. astonishing at first, soon ear-marks her as the pert brunet who
slouches over the Co-op counter and bums pennies off every passer-by. Constantly vivacious. she is on the move every moment. In classes she is noted
for her squirming and off-record remarks. She has practically adopted the
football team this year as her hobby, and usually can scarcely be seen for
the hordes of lettermen surrounding her. In the council. her minutes have been
remarkably neat and well-kept, even though sly bits of humor crop up in
them occasionally.

A black, well-trimmed beard formerly marked Daniel Sobral, Student Association treasurer, but he shaved his hirsute collection soon after having his
FLOWSHEET picture made. A dapper dresser. he is the first in the spring to
break out the mess jacket and black tie, Yet his Joe College appearance is
belied by his excellent work as treasurer. He has been very careful in seeing
that the rules governing his department were lived up to, and that all student .
Association funds were used correctly. It will be hard to find one who will so
conscientiously fulfill the duties of this post.

Wilson. Pitts. Cerrerra. King. Buccholz . Saffold.
Hesler. Hunnicutt. Tillman, Miller, Sherwood. Des Saulles. Sobral .
Gibson, Stubblefield. Crimen.

Some six hundred Student Association members were governed this year by the controlling body of the organization. the executive council. The council. composed of two
representatives from each class, four representatives-at-larqe. and the four elected Student
Association officers, apportions all S. A. money. passes all resolutions concerning the
association. and enforces the rules made by it.
An undertaking that has been attempted for several years was accomplished this year
when the council hired a student director of intramurals. Intramural soft-ball. basketball.
tennis. and boxing were held under the auspices of the council. and large crowds
attested their popularity. An amendment to the constitution this year makes the intramural program more certain in the future.
The council this year was called upon to make one rnomentuous 'decision when the
candidates of the Academic Association for S. A. offices this spring turned in a petition
bearing an insufficient number of names. The council ruled the candidates ineligible
to be placed on the ballot. but that a write-in campaign would be legal.

~

Members of the council this year were Jimmy King. Student Association president;
Bobbie Hunnicutt. Student Association vice-president; Jennie Bob Crimen. Student
Association secretary; Daniel del Sobral, Student Association treasurer; Oscar Buchholz
and Julius Carrerra, engineering representattves-at-larqe: Howard Pitts and Francis
Miller. academic representatives-at-larqe: [uanice Tillman and Bill Saffold. -senior representatives; Jackie Stubblefield and John Hesler. junior representatives; Clarice Sherwood
and Dorothy Des Saulles, sophomore representatives; Jane Gibson and Ned Wilson.
freshman representatives.
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Gallagher. McDonnell. Wilson. Soucek. Jackson. Dean Egg. Lynch.
Rhetnhetmer , Des Saulles, Peterson, Stowe. Jackson.

Every woman student on the campus is eligible for membership in the Co-ed Association,
purpose of which is the creation of a spirit of friendliness among the women students
on the campus.
A mild form of initiating freshmen girls may be seen on the campus during the first six
weeks, when girls are required to wear green hair-ribbons and green bobby-socks. "Hell
Week" closes the period, which is climaxed by Hi-jinx Day with an extensive program
given for the benefit of the upper classmen. "Hell Week" grew out of St. Patrick's Day,
given in conjunction with the Engineering St. Pat's.
This year the first affair of each semester was a morning "chocolate," honoring all new
women students on the campus. On "M - Day," Co-ed members served a luncheon to
Miners.
One of the most popular of the traditional affairs was the annual Co-ed Dance, given
on December 9, in HOlliday Hall. Theme for this years entertainment was "Over the
Rainbow," taken from the motion picture "Wizard of Oz", Programs for the dance
were of emerald green. A large green "Oz" served as the entrance; the orchestra was
seated under an arch of a vivid rainbow. A terraced effect was secured with green grass,
flowers and balustrades.
The first annual Minerette luncheon was given on May 11. at which time the installation
of new officers was held, recognition given to honor-winning girls of this year, and a
musical program was presented.
Officers of the club are Jimmie Lou Stowe, president; Emilie Rheinheimer, vice-president;
Dorthea Peterson, secretary;
Marjorie
Cravens,
treasurer
(fall); Louise Wilson,
treasurer (spring).
Council members are: Mae Soucek, Sue Jackson, seniors; Sue Jean Lynch, Louise Wilson,
Lelaroy Wiluams, juniors; Ann Gallagher, Ada McDonnell, sophomores; Margarette
Des Saulles, Mary Jackson, freshmen.
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Saffold. Carrerea. Sobra l. King.
Chairman [unell , C. E. Bounds. Dr. Zimmerman.

Dr. Roth. Tillman.

Clark.

In 1935, the Students' Publications of the college became incorporated under the laws
of Texas in order to facilitate the work of the staff members. The Publications Board
is the Board of Directors of this corporation. It selects the editors of the three publications, approves the editors' appointments to staff positions. and is responsible for
the policies. economic standing, and contracts of the FLowsHEET, the Prospector, and
El Burro.
The board is headed by Frank [unell, and directors include the editors of the three
publications, two representatives from the Student Council, the president of the Student
Association, and three members of the faculty. The treasurer of the Student Association
acts as ex-officio secretary-treasurer of the board.
In this capacity, the board coordinates the three publications, insures their smooth operation, and handles their continuation from year to year. Since the board was founded,
journalism at Mines has improved considerably. The Prospector has always been rated
a class "A" paper, and this year, was chosen as an All-American publication. The
FLowsHEET has been increased to a full sized college yearbook. and has shown improvement in all departments. Finally, the magazine Nugget was changed to El Burro
with consequent increase in circulation, enabling the editors to issue the magazine three
times this year.
The Board annually makes awards to those students who have shown ability and
initiative while working on the publications. The awards consist of gold keys, and
are among the highest of campus honors.
The Press Club, an organization of student journalists, is a branch of the Publications
Board, and the two organizations work together in handling the annual, the paper, and
the magazine.
The Board is one of the most powerful, if not the most powerful, groups on the campus.
Its control of the publications, which in turn, largely determine major issues, makes
membership on the Publications Board a responsible, important position. No one denies
that the Board has done an admirable job since its founding.

BOARD

OF PUBLICATIONS
•

On or about the twenty-third of last month, one Robert D. Clark, editor of
the 1940 FLOWSHEET, removed his shirt and went into seclusion in the publications office, for on the twenty-sixth, all copy for the annual was due at
the printer's.
This same Robert (Bob)
the job all the way. Which
amazing thing is that he
Napoleon, can do without
whenever he can.

Clark worked without stopping, concentrating on
is what he does whenever he has a job to do. The
hasn't cracked under the strain. The man, like
sleep. And, like the camel, he does without water

Bob, one of the hags of the journalistic sisterhood, has been into everything
since he came to school four years ago with a likeable personality and an
ability and willingness to work. He went far because his ability was recognized
immediately.
He majored
through the
preparations
some reason

in business administration and after he sweated and groaned
last year of the stuff, he wondered why he started it and made
to go to Missouri and study journalism. He wants to teach for
or other.

It looks right now as though Bob will graduate this year. All reports whichwe have indicate that he will probably pass his freshman zoology course
which he deferred until the last minute and which is the only course that
he needs to close the books.

Scholar, musician, lover of feminine beauty, and Co-op philosopher is Kermit
O'Neal. He fell heir to John Lance's vacated spot as detached observer of
political squabbles and factional storms. With the detached observance went
dryly humorous comment.
O'Neal is one of the best liked of persons-this
is a statement of fact and
a challenge to anyone who can find a more instantly likeable guy. He is considerate and pleasant and never gets angry.
As to his journalistic ability, he is a verbal journalist. There is some substantiated doubt as to whether he has ever written a line of copy in his life but
if he had a secretary or a dictophone, he would leave us some of the best
literature in history.
Kern is studying medicine-or will be next year. During his pre-med days
here, he has gone into business in the biology labs selling specimens. His
biggest business is in cats for the anatomy classes. His means of getting the
cats are devious-he
has promised many persons that he would give the
animals a good home-and once he was stoned out of a south El Paso tenement
section.
Not an out-and-out journalist, O'Neal still managed to fill the job of organizations editor on the FLOWSHEET. And he did a good job, too.

'Tis said by those in the know that Dave Tappan is a genius. He has made
a tremendous amount of "A's" in this school, so he must be a genius. Even
the reasonably smart ones here can't make very many "A's".
Dave has served a sentence this year as business manager of the FLOWSHEET
and staff doggerel verse writer for all occasions. In his poetry writing, he has
taken on much of the characteristics of the letter writer who plies his trade
on the streets of Bagdad except that he doesn't charge for a poem.
The way
of bygone
and, after
poetry at

he started writing poetry smacks of the life of some of the poets
golden ages of various sorts. He used to be troubled with insomnia,
tiring of several dozen different types of solitaire, he took to writing
night.

Dave doesn't take anything too seriously-except
his lady love-and
so
keeps his mind in good condition. He is a lover of the finer things of life,
and Wagner also. A versatile musician, Dave has played nearly every instrument in the Miner band at some time or another.
A gentleman and a scholar and a pretty fine person, Dave ought to do all
right when he and the cold, cruel world start havinq it out this June.

O'Neal.

Evans,

Salem,

Willis.

Branch.

For two months. lights have burned in the College of Mines publications room until
far into the night. Inside the publications room was the FLOWSHEETstaff. sometimes
working. Results of this extended period of labor were: 1) the FLOWSHEET,2) a 100
per cent increase in the college light bill, 3) the most prolonged occasion of mid-night
bull-sessions. in practical jokes. broken occasionally by moments of serious work. ever
to have taken place on the campus.
The publications room in general has the reputation of being a den of anti-social
screwballs. The most prominent of these screwballs were united into what is probably
the most scurrilous annual staff in the history of the nation. In spite of their numerous
unmentionable idiosyncracies, they could. and did, put out a yearbook.
The better parts of this 1940 FLOWSHEETwere accomplished when staff was giving
each other hot-foots. The drearier parts were completed the three days in which the
staff worked. the last three days before copy deadline. Whatever honor and! or credit
for this book should be forthcoming goes to lack-a-daisical editor Bob Clark. his spurtworking business manager. Dave Tappan, his totally worthless, profoundly happy-golucky staff.
In spite of such demoralizing persons. nevertheless, the FLOWSHEETwas published.
There were tense moments. however, even tenser than those in which Editor Clark
lashed his two disloyal disciples. Marshall Willis and Jack Salem. with the press-room
quirt. For a time is was doubtful whether or not there would be a humor section; Humor
Editor Jim Stacy was still engrossed with a belated term theme. Also. due to the
constantly cluttered condition of the publications office, there was a high mortality rate
amongst completed copy and proofs, necessitating two or three rewrites before, by some
lucky chance, the copy could be gotten safely to the printers. But in spite of it all. the
1940 FLOWSHEET
is off the press. And in spite of it all, it was a lot of fun.

THE

FtOWSHEET

He's shaggy-headed, sometimes unshaven, calm and noiseless, and he put
out Mines first All-American newspaper. That's "Honest Jim" Stacy, prospective journalism student at the University of Missouri and prospective failure
in Shakespeare unless he turns his theme in.
"Honest Jim"-and the quotation marks do not mean that he is not honestis one of the calmest guys ever to hit the Mines campus, He never gets ruffled
about anything. His favorite expression: "Now, just think the thing through.
There's no reason to gripe."
After nursing The Prospector to its All-American rating, Jim resigned the
editorship to take a job with United Press in El Paso where he nightly bats
out three radio newscasts and tries to study-on
his Shakespeare theme,
presumably.
Assuming that the Shakespeare theme is finished, Jim graduates in June and
will go to Missouri to finish his journalism work-or,
as certain Missouri
grads say-begin his journalism work. The emphasis is on the work.

Andy Gonzalez, affectionately known to the printers as the MSOB, has been
unscrupulous in his activities as business manager of The Prospector-he
has sold so many ads that there is no room for copy,
Andy is the most efficient business manager in recent Mines newspaper history,
He has worked and made contacts. The contacts have netted much advertising
and a certain amount of revenue.
Personally, "Gonzy" is a fine guy indeed. He spent several years in Mexico
as a Mormon missionary and every now and then has tried to make the
publications office inhabitants lead a reasonably normal life. His intentions
are appreciated because he has had a terrible time. Andy has a pleasing
baritone voice and an excellent set of pipes for speaking purposes as well.
His manner is polished, friendly, and gentle.
He has had trouble with the printers ever since he brought in an ad after
the paper was ready to go to press and, in the true spirit of the business
office, he demanded that the page be reopened. Andy earned a few nicknames
with that episode. He isn't to be blamed, however, that it, not very much.
Any business manager who is a business manager would do that.
All in all, Andy is a good person to have around. We like him, and the
printers probably do, too, but they won't admit it.

Saffold,

Morton,

Babcock. Lampert. Gonaalex.

Lynch. Branch, Hellweq.

Wintroub.

Climaxing two years of steady growth, the Prospector was awarded this year an "All
American" rating, the highest given by the Associated Collegiate Press. Eleven other
newspapers in the class with the Prospector all over the United States received this rating.
Following policies of style and make-up set last year, the Prospector continued during
the '39-'40 term to present news and editorial comment of campus affairs, excluding all
other matters, It was decided early in the term that only by so doing could the students
of the College of Mines receive the maximum benefit from their college newspaper.
Highlighting the year's activity in staff organization. the Prospector at the beginning
of the second semester received the valuable aid of the journalism class as reporters.
With this increased staff, the Prospector was able to increase effectiveness of campus
coverage as well as give readers new and different departmental sections.
The position of Prospector editor this year seemed to hold a jinx. Jim Stacy, who held
the position for the entire fall term, early in the spring resigned the position to assume
the position of night manager of the El Paso United Press bureau, Bill Saffold. who
was appointed to 'fill Stacy's unexpired term, in some two weeks was proffered the
position of assistant sports editor of the El Paso Times, which he accepted. After Saffold's
resignation. the Prospector continued publication under the direction of C. E, Bounds
and Frank [unell, publications sponsors.
~

The Prospector again this year was a member of the Student Opinion Surveys of
America, and the Associated Collegiate Press, The usual College of Mines-K T M S
Radio Day was again sponsored this year by the paper. Representatives of the Prospector attended the convention of the Texas Intercollegiate Press Association,

PROSPECTOR

After bathing in printer's ink for the greater part of his adolescent years,
singing Two Grenadiers to the accompaniment of a linotype machine, and
scaring the publications office with his grimaces and palpitating shoulders, Ray
Philips "Bill" Saffold, JUNIOR, culminated his collegiate career in scribbling
with the position of editor of EI Burro magazine, newest addition to the list
of publications. Bill kept everyone happy with an enlivening "mag" that
showed his masterful touch in every paragraph. At work, there could be no
better man behind the rim of a copy-desk,
Always willing to treat his staff with a superlative degree of consideration, he
made every effort to help and to teach rather than to criticize and tear down,
His rich background in journalism fits him to step immediately into any phase
of editorial work. His fervent soul is the epitome of all scribblers' souls: warm
and friendly, as ready to borrow as to loan, always handy with a select
anecdote, capable of performing in a precise fashion in any society, too gentle
on his assistants for his own good, and omniscient as the powers that be so
far as knowing his field whatever it is.

One day, Ward Evans, who wears horn-rimmed glasses and beautiful blue
play suits, drew a picture of two sinister characters wearing long black capes
and slouch hats. The more people looked at the creatures, the funnier the little
men looked. The cartoons had expression, an expression of something or other
which gave them life and a sense of humor.
That's been the way with Evans, He has a pretty good sense of humor himself and he knows how to put it down on drawing board. He became art editor
of EI Burro and since then has been staff artist for the entire publications staff.
If there is any work which must be done-e-stuff like cartoons for the purpose
of razzing certain persons-> Ward is drafted into service. For some reason,
he never complains of the demands.
Strangely enough, Ward works for the publications department but still has
time to study and play on the Mines tennis team.
He, too, is leaving this spring. A fine artist with a fine sense of humor and an
extremely likeable guy, he has left an impression with those who know him->
a pleasant impression-s-without making too much noise in doing so.

You cannot describe Bud Wintroub in words. You have to see and hear him
to appreciate the boy. For the past year, he has been advertising manager
of EI Burro, driving hard bargains with the merchants of EI Paso.
Bud, whose middle name begins with "Z" (we think it means Zamiel) should
have been an actor but he wants to be a newspaper man. His imitations of
Smoky, Frankenstein's monster, Quasimodo, and S. Z. Wintroub, have tickled
the denizens of the Co-op no end.
There is no doubt but that the boy can write and write very well. His copy
when turned in to the desk is a city editor's nightmare because it is so marked
up, but the finished product is nearly always good.
Bud is a likeable bird and is worth more than the trouble he gives a person->
which is a lot.
He is another who is heading Missouriwards this summer-s-If he gets the
breaks. As far as the rest of the world which knows him is concerned, he
deserves the breaks and the fates will not be worth two cents Mex in the
minds of his friends if he doesn't get everything he deserves.
He leaves the impression that he can laugh at anything in the world and poke
fun at the whole universe. At the same time, he can take something like this
writeup (and his mysterious middle name) and enjoy it.

Clark. Miller.

Wtntroub.

Saffold.

Evans.

Lampert. Salem.

Branch.

The College of Mines magazine pursued its perpetually checkered career this year.
starting off with a change of name and of tone. Heretofore, the magazine was known as
the Nugget-this year. it became EI Burro. Last year. it was a literary publication-this
year. it took on a humorous character in a flustered pursuit after circulation.
EI Burro was a financial success in that it broke even and the editor made a little money
off the first issue. Three issues appeared on the campus during the year. None of them
were suppressed.
Another of the many changes which marked the course of the magazine this year was
a change of management. ownership. or proprietorship-it's
all in how you look at it.
The Scribblerus Club. which formerly sponsored the book. dropped it and the Publications Board took over control. The magazine now occupies a place among other
publications on the campus.
The use of the photo-offset process was tried as an experiment on the last edition which
appeared in April. The offset process allows for the use of more pictures-the
idea
being that pictures are cheaper than type and that the more pictures run. the cheaper
the printing bilt-get
it?
The perennial scandal column became part of the magazine this year-the
title. "The
Lurid Details". Other features were a fashion column. an about-town feature which
seems almost essential to a college magazine. and the inclusion of sports articles.
Special mention should go to certain staff members who worked as faithfully as it was
humanly possible to do and turned out good work in the bargain. Jack Salem was the
workhouse of the magazine. turning out most of the jokes (generally stolen). any
article which was lacking and needed ghost writing. and filler material. He also wrote
several clever features. Haywood Antone was the short story man and' drew favorable
public comment for his yam. "I Used to be a Lonesome Wolf".
The staff included Bill Saffold. editor; Bud Wintroub, Dick Neece. business managers;
Ward Evans. art editor; Frank Mangan. Jack Salem. Haywood Antone. Tom Kirksey.
lim Stacy. Owen Price. Fred Lampert. Bill Branch. Frances Miller. Peggy Snell. David
Tappan. George Pell, Winnifred Andresen. Bob Clark. associates.

BURRO

..
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The Press Club is composed of students who are connected in some capacity, either
official or unofficial, with student publications. Students who have worked on The
Prospector, student newspaper, EI Burro, student magazine, or The Flowsheet, the yearbook, for a certain length of time are eligible for membership. Upon application by the
student, he is voted upon for membership into the club.
Activities of the Press Club fall under two headings. The official purpose of the club
is to sponsor the Southwestern High school Press Association, a union of thirteen high
school newspapers in this section. The College of Mines press club sponsors two conventions each year for these students. At this time, problems of the beginning journalists
are discussed, and suggestions made for betterment of high school newspapers by the
more mature members and directors of the college press club.
The Press Club also indulges in social functions. Highlighting the late fall season, Bill
Branch, social chairman, was host to the club at a hayride, held on the Branch ranch.
The affair was lovely, even though there were wood ticks in the hay. Following the last
issue of the Prospector, a gala picnic is held, and student members of the club are now
looking forward to the coming event.
JIM
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STACY

PRESS

CLUB

MACK

SAXON

Director of Athletics
Football Coach

HARRY

PHILLIPS
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Track Coach
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Buddy Black, although small and light, was a hard charging, VICIOUS tackling fullback. Buddy averaged 3 yards every
time he took the ball and helped his team-mates increase their gains by effective blocking. He finished his three year career
with an excellent game against New Mexico Aggies.
Russell Cotton was the player who was just ahead of the ball-carrier. On the offense, he cleared the path for other Miners
with his hard-blocking. Defensively, he stopped many a heavier man with his bone-crushing tackling. Russell is captain-elect
of the 1940 team.
Three year All-Conference quarterback, and Little-All-American, Kenneth Heineman is Mines' greatest ball player. This
year he led the South to a victory over the North at Birmingham. He will always be remembered for an 85 yard kick-off
return for a touchdown against Arizona. "Heine" was most valuable for his accurate passing.
A light man, Charles Dean was all over the field during play. He was a pass snatcher who gained much yardage for Mines
by his ball-snagging and who stopped many of the opponent's drives by interceptions and blocking. Chucker has lettered
two years and will be one of the best of the bunch next year.
Johnny Green, a junior college transfer, missed most of the season because of an injury. However, he managed to play in
the Aggie game and distinguished himself by speed, power, and all-around ability. Johnny will be back next year and is
expected to do much for Mines.
Jim Wardy alternated with Heineman at quarterback. When acting as field general, Jim showed an abundance of good judgement. He was an accurate passer, a powerful line-cracker, a good open-field runner. Jim has two more years on the team and
is going to become a real triple-threater,
Morris Raney was the roughest, toughest player in the Mucker ball club. He has had experience at tackle, and so played
end to full advantage, knowing the tricks of the trade. Snagged all passes; wrecked all ball carriers coming in his direction;
and did a beautiful, murderous job of blocking. His tackling was ruthless.

One of the largest men on the squad, Gordon Wilson added p ower and brains to his weight to make himself a real threat
to Mucker opponents. Having lettered one year previously, Gordon was able to sense the direction of play and to make himself valuable. offensively and defensively. He has one more year on the team.
Cecil Thomas, guard. was one of the fastest thinking men on the team. Cecil would charge rapidly, powerfully, but was
never pulled in on a sucker play. His blocking was exceptionally good throughout the season. Always he managed to carry
out his assignments. taking out more than his share of opponents in an offensive play.
George Attel was a fighting, hard-playing, clowning guard. Known as "Pelican" to the Muckers and as "Tiger" to the
opponents. George would keep up the morale of the team wi th his bright sayings. and then show them how to play by
blocking, tackling. and charging with not-to-be-denied fervor. 1939 was George's last year.
Playing his third year. Salvador del Valle proved to be a valuable member of the 1939 team. Short and stocky, Sal was
able to drive through the other line or to protect the Mucker backfield from opposing linemen. He managed to do some
fine playing without becoming injured. It will be hard to find a guard to replace him.
Charging low and powerfully, George King managed to spend a large portion of his time in the backfield of his opponents.
His play at guard was exceptional because George was never taken out of a play. When he tackled a ball-carrier, the
"smack" could be heard in all parts of the stadium. George will be heard from often in 1940.
Gritty, aggressive. fast, Dan Boyd developed into one of the best first-year men on the squad. Dan was short but powerful,
and managed to show up well in play. Lack of experience ke pt him from the first string in 1939, but he should be on top in
1940 and 1941. Playing at guard, he often toppled larger. heavier, more experienced players.

Allen Taylor, end, made defense his specialty. He was one of the two lightest men on the squad, but a year's experience
and lots of grit made him a valuable player. Hard charging and fast, Taylor stopped short the few who tried to gain around
him. He will be back in 1940 to continue his good work.
A tremendous man, John Harshbarger was handicapped by lack of experience and lack of speed. However, he was never
pushed to any place that he did not want to go to and always managed to do his share of harassing the other side. John
has two more years as tackle and his size plus more experience should put him on top.
Playing his second year for Mines, Treman Barber was a fast, powerful end. "Pup" was able to carry out his assignments
on both the offense and the defense. He was fast in getting under passes. Treman has one more year on the squad and is
certain to become an outstanding player.
Charles Williams, playing his first year for Mines, was one of the best linemen in the conference. Heavy, fast, powerful.
smart, he became one of the most feared of the Mucker squad men. Playing at tackle, he always managed to clear a wide
hole for the Mucker backfield men. Charles was on the All-Conference team.
Junior college experience, power, and speed made Jack Telford a reliable end. He hung onto passes, was a good blocker,
and a vicious tackler. Once started down the field, Jack was seldom stopped. Regularly in the 1939 starting line-up, he
promises to go far in 1940 and 1941.
Big and fast Mike Maros developed into a valuable player after curing a tendency to fumble. His crushing weight made him
hard to stop and his speed made him hard to catch. His excellency in punting pulled the team out of many tight spots. Mike
will be one of the mainstays of next year's team.

Jesse Bulos, a tall man, played a good game at end. He was able to hold on to a pass even when surrounded by opponents.
On the defense, Jesse stopped all comers. Jesse was also a good blocker, but his largest contribution to the team was lots
of sense and a cool head. He has two more years on the squad.
Another man unfortunate enough to have to compete against Barry Pennington was Jack Kanady. Jack was heavy, had
lots of ability, and showed that he will develop into an excellent center before leaving this school. Jack was fast, powerful,
hard blocking, hard tackling, but clean playing.
Short and small, Hershel Boyd was a valuable reserve backfield man. Hershel took lots of passes away from taller opponents, and caught more than his share of his team-mates' heaves. He was most valuable for his punting. Hershel has two
more years' of eligibility.
A first year man, Clyde Hammonds, was hampered from lack of experience. He exhibited lots of initiative and sense,
however, and developed rapidly into a polished ball-player. Clyde has two more years to play on the squad and should
become a valuable asset to the team.
Bill Shoopman was a hard playing tackle. His blocking, tackling,-every
part of his playing was VICIOUS. He was playing
his first year on the squad and thus was handicapped from lack of experience. Bill had the determination to keep trying and
always did his best. A person that Bill hit long remembered the occasion.
Powerful, smart, fast, Tommy Adkins was handicapped all season by a lame knee. He caught most passes and stopped all
runners that came his way while doing an admirable job of blocking. With freshman experience, and this year's squad work
under his belt, Tommy should become a great end within the time he has left.
Suffering from injury most of the year, Gilbert Salcido demonstrated that he is an excellent ball player. The Tempe coach
said that Gilbert's injury was the biggest reason for Mines' loss to Tempe. Gilbert was fast, ran low, and with tremendous
power. In the Aggie game, he kept the Aggie line perpetually open with his line cracking.

Don Bevans was a good player who failed to make the spotlight because of having to compete against Barry Pennington.
However, Don was above average in his playing, and with two years of experience, should be the regular starter at the
pivot post next year. Don was light, but exhibited lots of grit and determination.
A regular starter, Guy Johnsen did an excellent job in his last year as tackle on the Mucker eleven. He was one of the
heaviest, tallest men on the team and used his size to good advantage.

Guy did a wonderful job of tackling, blocking, and

was in the thick of every play. His graduation will leave a big gap in the Mines' line.
Weight, grit, determination, power, and fairness typify John Krebs. tackle. John always managed to plow a hole for the
Mucker ball-carrier regardless of the number of men that opposed him. He tackled low and hard. However. Johnny was
never accused of being a dirty player. He played a hard. good, clean game. 1939 was his last year.
Playing his first season with the Muckers, George Rancich improved steadily throughout the season. As a guard, he showed
the grit and initiative to take out larger men. He was best' because of powerful blocking and the ability to get through the
interference to the ball-carrier. He has two more years' on the squad.
All-Conference center, captain of the 1939 team, Barry Pennington was one of the most popular Muckers with his mates
and with the spectators. He showed excellent judgement at all times. and never made a misplay. Barry was powerful, fast.
smart, and the best center that the school has ever had. His graduation will greatly weaken the 1940 team.
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On Sept. 23, three tons of Mucker football team trotted out on the gridiron to play a
heavier, highly favored Texas Tech squad. Early in the game, Mines scored seven
points. In the third quarter, Tech managed to get a safety. The Red-Raiders began a
tremendous effort to score a touchdown, but brilliant Mines defense kept the score intact.
Mines defeated the 1939 Cotton Bowl contenders 7-2.
Rated among the ten best teams in the nation, Mines went to California to play the
Fresno Bulldogs. Mines scored seven points, but was soon overtaken by Fresno. In the
third quarter, a field goal gave the Bulldogs a 10-7 lead. The Muckers drove down the
field, in the fourth quarter, to an apparent touchdown. They reached the two yard line,
had four downs, and Mucker fans were rejoicing, when the gun sounded ending the game.
The next week. playing on a muddy field, Hardin-Simmons Cowboys defeated Mines
12-0. The game was listless, uninteresting.
New Mexico University met Mines in Albuquerque. The Lobos, runners-up for the
conference championship, had been pointing for the Mines game, and stopped a three
year Mucker winning streak 14-0. Widely recognized, highly touted Wichita University
came to EI Paso the following week. Mines ran over the Wheatshockers, 14-0. The
followinq week. Arizona State of Tempe, Conference champions, toppled a crippled
Mines team 27-7 at Tempe.
The homecoming game against Arizona University was a real thrill to EI Pasoans.
The Miners won 14-6, and led in all phases of the game over their larger opponents.
The feature of the game was an 85 yard opening kickoff return by Heineman for a
touchdown.
Louisiana Tech served to keep the Miners warmed up, playing with a good deal of
grit but being unable to stop Mines who won, 27-0.

\

In the final game of the season, Mines met the New Mexico Aggies at Las Cruces.
The Muckers trompled, smashed, smeared, and annihilated their opponents, 34-0. The
victory showed that Mines had a great team despite its losses and made the season
entirely successful for Mucker fans. The Aggies failed to approach Mines at any
moment or in any phase of the game.

._,~ __ "

Averaging only slightly more than a hundred and fifty pounds per man, the 1940 freshman football team was one of the lightest squads ever to represent the College of Mines.
Coached by Marshall Pennington, the team exhibited much scrap and ability, however,
and managed to win a good record for the year.
The first game of the season was against the New Mexico Aggie freshmen. The Aggies
had a weight advantage of fifteen to twenty pounds per man and had a larger number
of reserves, yet the Mucker freshmen battled to a 7-0 victory. The game was hard
fought, bitterly played, but fairly clean. The win was a complete surprise to most as
it was thought that the New Mexico team would be too large for the light Miners.
The freshmen then went to Albuquerque to play the University of New Mexico Slime.
The game was close throughout, with the heavy Lobo first year men being unable to
stop the fighting spirit of the Mucker squad. The score was tied 13-13 as the two
teams entered the last quarter. Then, two of the starters of the Mines team were
injured and a shortage of reserves made it hard to replace them. New Mexico entered
a fresh team and a few minutes after the last quarter started, pushed the ball across for
six points but failed to convert. The final score came on an intercepted pass, and New
Mexico added seven points to her lead. The final score was New Mexico University
Freshmen 26, Texas Mines Freshmen 13.
The third game was played in EJ Paso with the Aggies again being the opponents.
Mines scored first and led throughout the first half. 7-0. In the third quarter, the Aggies
scored on an intercepted pass to tie the score. The Miners, still hampered by lack of
reserves, were unable to keep back the heavy, revengeful Aggies after the score.
Thirteen points were added to the State College freshmen score, and when the gun
sounded the scoreboard read 20 points for the Aggies and 7 for the Texas Mines
Freshmen.
The last game of the year was played November 25 against the New Mexico Military
Institute varsity squad in Roswell. The freshmen resigned themselves to a third defeat
as the cadets had developed a fine team during the year. However, the fight and the
ability of the Miners came out and they fought N. M. M. I. to a 13-13 tie. The score
was startling and pleasing to EI Pasoans who remembered that only a few years ago
the Mines varsity had been unable to tie or defeat the militaristic Broncos.

FRESHMAN

FOOTBALL

Rice.

Black.

McCarty,

Vapor.

Rtke. Kahn.

Mora.

Coach

Pennington.

Telford.

Lassiter.

Carrasco.

Beaty.

Lance.

Bolos.

Throwing a bombshell into carefully-built prophesies of sports-scribes, this year's College
of Mines varsity team forged from last year's sixth place to third in the Border Conference meets. Amazing Muckers, southwest cage fans alike. this year's

sensational

advance in standing owes itself to three factors: 1) the excellent strategy. training of
Coach Marshall Pennington, 2) the ability of his players to put his theories into practice.
3) the highest team morale in Mines history.
Starting with an inexperienced team, Pennington had the odds of sportswriters, barber
shop prophets heavily against him. Battling time, lack of confidence of outsiders in his
ability to whip unseasoned men into championship material, Pennington worked his men
ruthlessly, expertly.
Each succeeding game showed a marked improvement in players. floor-strategy

alike;

nevertheless it was only near the close of the meet when it was suddenly realized that
Mucker cagesters were in position to cop the title.
Leading the conference. keeping ahead of their opponents, Mines basketeers found their
opposition for the title lay with the New Mexico Aggies. Then came defeat; Mines lost
two games to the Aggies, each game with the same score. 62-60. Leads changed with
the stop-watch; outcomes of games were never certain until final minute of play.

In ,spite of setbacks, the Miners retaliated by beating the Aggies in two other games.
too late to place Mines in first position. not too late to increase the Mucker cage prestige
enormously, Net result of the series: Mines rating third in the Border Conference, two
men on the all-conference team.

VARSITY

BASKETBALL

SQUAD

BOB RICE
Because of injuries received early in the
season, Rice was unable to play the good
game of which he is capable. In spite of
this setback, Rice's high sense of sportsmanship and team morale undoubtedly boosted the playing spirits of the team as a whole,
undoubtedly aided them in chalking up their
high rating.

JOHN BEATY
Playing his last year on the Varsity squad,
lightning-fast, hard-playing
Beaty pleased
many, disappointed none while he was on
the floor. Often called upon, never failing
to answer, his machine-gun dribble, his highscoring ability was greatly behind Mines
high place in the Border Conference.

MIKE VAPOR
A graduate of last year's freshman team,
Vapor showed startling ability as a basketmarksman. Playing forward position. Vapor's
almost uncanny ability at snagging opponent's passes, running the full length of the
court, then dropping the ball into Mines
basket makes him one of next year's best
bets.

DON LANCE
Setting himself up as one of the high-point
scorers of Border Conference, Lance was
chosen guard on mythical all-conference
quintet. A first-year player, he has distinction of being one of few sophomores ever
chosen for this position. Accurate-shooting,
fast-playing, hard-passing Lance has two
more years.

Basketball Captain Salvador Mora completed
three years of outstanding floor work when he
went wild during the last Aggie game, and
drove the Cow College lads wild with his short
shots. His deadly accuracy, and sudden bursts
of speed, made him a menace' to his opponents.

BILL BLACK
Another first year varsity player, another
late starter, Black nevertheless contributed
a definite boost to the Mucker quintet.
Speedy in brainwork, speedy in floor work,
Black shows unusual promise in guard position; if present ability is to be counted,
should prove himself an outstanding player
in '41.
JACK McCARTY
Another first-year man, McCarty's speed
plus past experience put him in the limelight. Fast on the floor, willing to take
chances, ability to think fast and act faster.
McCarty had these outstanding features to
back his bid for fame. Genuine ability plus
genuine interest in the game should boost
him in '41.

DAVID CARRASCO
Standing six-foot-four, Carrasco was tallest
man on varsity squad. He was also one of
the most valuable, playing a bang-up game
with never a hitch. One of the conference
high-point men, Carrasco was given nickname of "Gunner" in accordance with his
bullet-like passes. Is tall-hope for next year's
squad.

LOUIS KAHN
Ending a brilliant career with a bang, Kahn
completed his last year on the Mines quintet.
Respected by his opponents for long-reaching passes, accurate floor-work, general allround ability, Kahn made and achieved his
bid for Mines cage fame, will be long remembered in cage annals as outstanding
guard.

JACK TELFORD
Because of football activities, Telford did
not enter basketball training until well after
beginning of season. In spite of late start.
he learned the ropes with rapidity and great
ability. Another first-year man on the varsity
squad, Telford should be heading next year's
list.

JESSE BULOS
Bulos, playing his first year on the conference schedule, made a name for himself
which many have tried to make, but few
succeeded. Cool-headed, hard-playing, he
was a valuable addition to the squad. Accurate-shooting, swift-passing, willing and
able to learn, he will greatly boost '41 hopes.

His constant good humor, his qualities of leadership, made him the ideal leader of a group of
clean sportsmen. "Chava" will be remembered
for many years as the squat youth dashing
around and through larger opponents to score
at the critical moment.

BILL RIKE
An almost legendary figure, rated as the
best guard in the conference. straight-shooting Rike was chosen with Lance as allconference guard, was picked to head the
varsity squad next year, is one of the best
dribblers, ball-pushers ever with Mines. Will
serve as bulwark for next year's conference
battles.
NEWTON
LASSITER
Known to players, fans, as "Goon," Lassiter
was another sensational sophomore wearing
the orange and white. A torchy ball-tosser,
a dead-eye basket shooter, he hung up an
enviable record on conference record sheets.
made few mistakes, took the time and effort
to correct them. Will scorch the floor two
more years.

Built entirely of players who had fine high school records. the 1940 freshman basketball
team became a flashy, smooth playing outfit that was a real pleasure to watch in action.
Towards the last of the season, the freshmen became as coordinated as a great many
varsity squads and was able to do some fancy, skillful playing.
The season was highly successful. Before playing other college freshmen teams. the
Mines freshmen played Cathedral High School, Texas Catholic High School champions.
and Austin High. The team defeated both of the high schools several times. Social
organizations also played the Miners and in twelve games against squads from the
Social League, the Miners kept their record clear of losses.
The college competition started with a game against the New Mexico Agricultural
College freshmen, and the Miners were again victorious. However, the following night
the Aggies turned the tables and defeated the Miners in a tight, hard fought game.
A trip was then made to Albuquerque where the Miners met the New Mexico University
freshmen. The Miners were able to win both games despite the fact that the New Mexico
team had an enviable record.
Returning home. the Iershmen played the varsity and several local teams, all of the
time maintaining a high quality of teamwork and individual form. The New Mexico
University freshmen came to El Paso in a return visit. This time. the New Mexicans
took one game and dropped the second contest.
The freshmen team finished the year with an enviable record. Lee Floyd was the high
scorer. He and the other stars of the freshmen team should become valuable additions
to the varsity team of 1941.
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Carlton.
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Harper. Mangan. Sadowsky, Duffy, Cordova

The Texas Miners started the 1940 track season without what one might call brilliant
prospects. but before the season was over. Captain

Paul Carlton. a couple of old

standbys and a handful of dark horses had made things seem perfectly dandy. To begin
with. Coach Harry Phillips chalked up a number of extra hours on his time slip in
teaching the youngsters how to handle themselves on a track and in helping the old
hands improve themselves. The results have been obvious. Carlton ran the two-mile
faster than he has ever run it before in his life. Sal Trevino carne back after a layoff
to place consistently in the hurdles. James Harper was several times first place winner
in the low hurdles and was the Muckers' best bet as a 440 man. From the football
squad came Owen Price and Russell Cotton to place in something in every meet they
took part in. Cotton was a consistent first place winner in the broad jump and Price
was a cinch point winner in the javelin throw. Among the dark horses. the outstanding
man was Frank Mangan who surprised the fans by beating out Dekellis of Tempe. one
of the best vaulters in this part of the country. for a first place in the Tempe triangular
meet. And so. one of Mines heretofore most neglected sports is looking up. The freshman track team is small but has some good prospects up for varsity competition next
year. Point winners. it has been discovered. can be found where least expected and
maybe it will be that Mines' first Border Conference athletic championship will be won
in the throwing rings. jumping pits. and on the cinder track.
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Intramural athletics at the College of Mines were given an impetus this year when the
Student Association took them under its wing. In an unprecedented action. the executive
council voted to pay a student director of athletics a salary. and to meet the expenses of
the intramural sports. Then in the Student Association elections this Spring. this move
was crystallized when an over-whelming majority of the voters passed an amendment
to the S. A. constitution making the action permanent.
The need for greater student participation in athletics has long been felt at the college,
but. like the weather. nothing has ever been done about it. A group of interested students.
headed by Kiki Escudero. Lee Slauter, Bill Saffold. and backed editorially

by the

Prospector, took it upon themselves to push the movement. When the movement finally
gained momentum, the work was easy.
Barry Pennington, football captain, was chosen to head the program, and under his direction, intramural basketball series, boxing, softball, and tennis were. presented. Their
popularity was attested by the large attendances.
The above scenes show the squads and some action from the annual "Slag Bowl" classic.
the football battle of the century between the Academs and the Engineers. The game
ended a 0-0 tie, with few fatalities, but much meat for conversation.
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Kennedy. Alford. Martinez. Lynch. Stark. Galbraith,
Hodges. Oean Egg. Heisig.

Pax too,

The College of Mines Panhellenic Association was organized as a branch of the National
Panhellenic Congress

in September, 1938. Its membership consists of three active

members and one alumnus of each sorority on the campus. The object is to maintain
upon a high plane fraternity life and inter-fraternity

relations. to cooperate with the

college authorities in their effort to maintain high social and scholastic standards throughout the school. and to be a forum for the discussion of questions of immediate interest
to the sororities.

In keeping with this aim. the organization offers a scholarship cup to the sorority having
the highest grade-point average for the school year, and annually makes a contribution
to the school library, Panhellenic entertained with teas at the women's dormitory, honoring new women students. at the beginning of each semester.
Officers for the 1940 year are Betty Stark, Zeta Tau Alpha. president; Sue Jean Lynch,
Chi Omega, secretary;

and Mildred Hodges, Delta Delta Delta. treasurer.

Council

members included Mavis Paxton and Elizabeth Hoffer, Chi Omega; Helen Galbraith
and Jane Kennedy, Delta Delta Delta; Rosita Martinez and Shirley Heisig. Zeta Tau
Alpha.

PANHELLENIU
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Andre, Keltner. Rhetnhetmer,
Curtiss. McDonnell. Hodges,
Wilson.
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Hardy. Kennedy.
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Delta Delta Delta Sorority was founded in 1880 at Boston University by Ida Show
Martin. It is international in scope and membership, having chapters in both the United
States and Canada, and has more active chapters than any other social sorority.
Delta Delta Delta was one of the founders of the National Panhellenic Council in 1892.
Delta Delta Delta is one of the five largest sororities of the twenty-three National Panhellenic Council groups. Theta Psi. known as the Golden Anniversary Chapter, was
the first national sorority founded on the College of Mines campus, having been
installed on May 7, 1938.
Officers for 1939-40 of the active chapter are Mildred Hodges. president; Cleo Hardy,
first vice-president; Ada McDonnell. second vice-president; Helen Galbraith. secretary;
Patricia Mooney, treasurer; Emilie Rheinheimer, marshal; Jane Kennedy, historian;
Peggy Lyons. chaplain; Mrs. Mary K. Quinn. faculty advisor; Mrs. Laurence Stevens,
alumnae advisor.
Members of Theta Psi chapter include Jane Wilson, Tomi Gray, Edwarda Keltner,
Frances Miller, Betty Ann Sparks, Marjorie Thurston, Mary Elizabeth Bowden, Ruth
Ann Kennedy, Lois Andre, Mrs. Mary Ellen Casner. Jean Moore, Nell McCutchan,
Catherine Scarborough, Peggy Lou Griffin. Ruth Baird, Hazel Ann Manker, Ann
Gallagher, Marjorie Barwise, Patty Curtiss, Louis Weaver. Jean Chapin, Betty Lou
Bryan.
Pledges of the chapter include Dee Cottingim, Mareen Britton. Frances Hall. Mary
Hartford. Mary Frances Naylor, Jane Rudulph, Marion McCormac, Agnes Connolly,
Mary Alice Parmalee, Estelle Dorris, Margaret Curtiss. Donivee Purkey, Claragene
Sterling, Jane Duncan.
MILDRED

HODGES

DELTA

DELTA

SORORITY

Barwtse. Mooney. Scarborough. Thurston. Chapin. Manker. Kennedy.
Baird. Miller. Moore. Buchofsky. Bryan. Weaver.
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The Chi Omega Sorority was founded at the University of Arkansas, Lafetteville,
Arkansas, on April 5, 1895, Chi Omega has more chapters than any other national
social sorority, now having 95 chapters in all parts of the United States, June 5, 1939,
was the date of installation of Rho Delta chapter, formerly Delta Epsilon Beta. the
ninety-third chapter, and the third Texas chapter. Other Texas chapters are at the University of Texas and Southern Methodist University, Installation festivities were marked
by a reception at the EI Paso Country Club. given by the EI Paso almunnae.
Installation services were held by Miss Helen Gordon, national chapter visitor. and
Miss Christelle Ferguson, editor of the Elrusis, sorority quarterly.
Colors of the sorority are cardinal and straw, and the official color is the white carnation,
emblematic of maidenly purity.
Officers of the chapter include Mavis Paxton. president; Elizabeth Ann Hines, vicepresident; Sue Jean Lynch, secretary; Francis Twiss, treasurer; Elizabeth Hoffer, pledge
treasurer; Ruth Andre, chapter correspondent. Charter members are Mildred Boyer.
Loyle Howle, Sue Jackson, Felice Link, Irene Palm. LaVonne Rathbun Newell, Joyce
Reed, Jimmie Lou Stowe, and Betty White.
Initiates include Kathryn Alexander, Elva Jane Alford. Maybelle Beahler. Betty B. Drees.
Mary Jackson, Betty [o Kennedy, Doris McKinney. Ruth Miskimmins, Mary Sophia
Moran, Dorothy Faye Morris, Kathleen Oechsner, Nell Rodgers, Gloria Sigrist. and
pledges Virginia Decker. Dorothy Longnecker. and Betty Lou Ogbourne.
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Reed, Ballentine. Decker. Jackson. Hines. Kennedy.
Oechsner. Alford. Paxton, Drees. Stowe.
Andre. Twiss, Miskrmtns. Moran.
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Arnold. Miller. Hanson. Whitaker. Stark. Hendricks. Casteel.
Walker. Oden. Heisig. Macfarlane. Martinez, Belt c .
Peterson.
Gehring. Upperman.

Meyer. Mitchell.

Zeta Tau Alpha fraternity was founded at Virginia State Normal Collcge October 15.
1898. and was the first woman's fraternity to be chartered in the state of Virginia, It
is the only woman's fraternity to be chartered by a special act of a state legislature.
In 1909. it was admitted into the national Panhellenic Council, and is onc of the largest
of the twenty-three N, P. C. groups.
Zeta Tau Alpha announced the granting of its seventy-sixth charter on May 19. 1938,
to Pi Epsilon Pi, campus sorority of the College of Mines. Now Gamma Gamma
chapter, it was the fourth located in Texas, others being at Southwestern University.
the University of Texas. and Southern Methodist University.
On October 7. 1939, twenty pledges wearing the steel grey and turquoise ribhons of
the order were formally initiated into Zeta Tau Alpha, Gamma Gamma chapter, Services
for the initiation were conducted by the national grand president. Mrs. Harold Hill Helper.
Patronesses of Gamma Gamma chapter include Mmes. Clifton Wvburn, C. N. Bassett,
J. Fred Ryan. Charles Leavell, Flint McGregor, W. F. Ritter, K. D. Lynch, W. H.
Peterson, Paul Harvey, W. S. Crombie. John Barry, Wickliffe Curtiss. C. H. Leavell Jr.
The chapter now has thirty-four active members and three pledges who will be initiated
in June. Officers for 1939 were Betty Stark. president; Shirley Heisig. vice-president.
Mary Whitaker, secretary; Jeanne Claire Miller. treasurer; Wilma Mae Meyer, historian;
Mary Anne Mitchell, guard. In 1940 these officers were succeeded by Shirley Heisiq,
president; Altanell Oden, vice-president; Rosita Martinez, secretary; Rosemary Walker,
treasurer; Geraldine Beltz, historian; Sheila Macfarlan, guard.

BETTY STARK

Alexander. Burroughs. Adkins. Boykln. Bainbridge.
Chapman, Woods. Tanner. Himel. Feuille.
Drehner, Snell. Helsig, _Kissel, North.
Harrington. Hudson. Woodley, Hilbourn.
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Beckham. Harshbarger.
King. Brill. Sponsor Thomas.
King, Emerson. Kerley, Neece. Wilson. Compton.
Weteke. Rodgers. Sullivan.
Miller. Hart. Reed .. Bucchol r. Guernsey, Duthie. Hesler.

Alpha Phi Omega was founded in the spring of 1919 to form an association of enqineering students for the study and discussion of problems of their field. It is now the oldest
organization of any type on the campus and has developed into a fraternity with a wellrounded social, political, and athletic program.
During the year. members enjoyed frequent banquets, picnics, and informal parties.
Two dinner dances were given. one in the Fall and the other in the Spring, to honor
newly chosen pledges. The organization is quite prominent in all of the campus' social
activities.
From the time of its founding until the present, Alpha Phi Omega has been the most
active political organization on the campus. For twenty-one consecutive years, the
Student Association President was a member of the fraternity. This year, the fraternity
failed to win the presidential office in the spring election, but members of the organization
are in other prominent student government positions.
A softball team has represented the fraternity against other campus' social organizations
this spring, and it is planned to enter the Social Softball League which operates throuqhout the summer. Although the fraternity did not enter into intra-mural basketball and
football as a unit, many of its members were prominent in the boxing tournament and
in the basketball tournament.
One of the few remaining signs of the old order when men were men and freshmen
weren't is the initiation of pledges. This year, the candidates for membership were
forced to measure streets with fish, to direct traffic, and to otherwise amuse downtown
passers-by. However, with the exception of these initiations, pledges and members
enjoy an association rich in friendship and loyalty for each other.
OSCAR BUCHHOLZ
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Theta Chapter of Kappa Sigma Kappa entered its third year of activity on the College
of Mines campus this year. Social activities, as well as sports and charitable activities,
were included in the calendar of the fraternity this year.
Nine students were pledges at the beginning of the first semester, including an all-around
representation of the campus. At the beginning of the second semester, nine more students
were pledged. This increased the enrollment of the club to a maximum of thirty-one.
Fourteen members are scheduled to graduate this year.
The present Kappa Sigma Kappa fraternity

has an interesting and colorful history.

Begun as a campus organization of DeMolays, it served as a mother chapter for some
seven or eight such groups on surrounding campuses. Existing in this form since its
beginning in 1926, the DeMolay Exemplars, as it was called, became the Texas Mines
Exemplars in 1936, in which form it existed for only one year. At this time, it became
affiliated with the Kappa Sigma Kappa national group.
Highlighting the social functions of the year were two dinner-dances, held each semester
honoring pledg~ese

dinner-dances are traditional with the fraternity,

and have

existed from the beginning of the club. The club decided not to hold its usual spring
formal this year, choosing rather to entertain members with several smaller functions.
BUDDY BLACK
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Phi Beta Mex is a social fraternity for Spanish-speaking students. The organization was
founded in 1933 in order to form a nucleus for the social life of Latin-American students
at the College of Mines. The organization grew in the size and number of functions
embraced. and became one of the most active of the campus organizations. A year ago
it was discontinued temporarily. This Fall. past members and students interested in
becoming members of Phi Beta Mex reorganized the fraternity. and today, it continues
in its capacity as a social club.
During the year. members enjoyed frequent banquets. parties. picnics. and other forms
of entertainment. The social program was broad and well planned. In its activities, the
club was ably directed by Jose Medina, president; Francis Cordero, vice-president;
Joseph Zozaya, secretary. and Dr. H. E. Quinn. faculty sponsor.
The club also devotes itself to studying the mining industry throughout the world, and
economic conditions in Mexico. It is considerably aided in these studies by an alumni
group which is spread in all parts of Mexico. Central America. South America and. of
course. in the United States and its territories. The communications from graduates
furnish the members of Phi Beta Mex with valuable information besides giving them
interesting glances into world-wide conditions.
The fraternity is the only one of its kind in the country. Limited to Spanish-speaking
students, it requires prospective members to meet definite, strict standards before being
admitted to membership. Candidates have to be active in student activities, have to
exhibit ability in several lines of work. have to show an interest in the welfare of the
College of Mines, and must meet certain scholastic standards. The club limits its membership. so that the fraternity remains comparatively small. but also select.
JOSE MEDINA
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Rho Sigma Phi. youngest social fraternity on the campus. was installed December 20.
1939. The organization was founded by two College of Mines students, J. D. Lambeth
and Bob Carlson. for the purpose of establishing a better relationship between the
academic and the engineering students; to aid in the adjustment of out-of-town students
to the scholastic and social life of the campus; and to create companionship and promote
high ideals among members of the organization.
This year the organization commenced its social activities with a movie. and during
the Christmas holidays the fraternity entertained with a picnic. In February new pledges
were announced and initiation ceremonies were held. St. Pat's Day the organization
held a picnic at Leasburg Dam. On April 13. the first annual fraternity dance was held
in Holliday Hall. climaxed by a pledge party at the home of W. R. Avrett, fraternity
sponsor.
At the dance. the hall was decorated in fraternity colors. with flowing streamers and
side decorations setting the motif for the celebration. The dance was the first that set
a Spring theme. and started the Spring season on the campus.
Officers and members of Rho Sigma Phi include J. D. Lambeth. president; Joe Bryan.
secretary; Charles Gish, treasurer; Bob Carlson. Joe Carpenter. Albert DeWitt, Edward
Gallup. Jimmy ~
Glen Brown. Bob Paul. Bill Calderhead, Dick Miller. Walter
Peterson. and pledges Clyde Hammonds. Johnny Guernsey, and Jimmy Guthrie.
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Internal unity. determination to work hard. a democratic and progressive administration
under an executive council. and consistent effort by its bosses highlighted the Academic
Association for 1939-40. Enlarging and revising the representative council to formulate
policy and the introduction of the selective primary to choose candidates were developments advanced to effect a more democratic control.
After a bad start in the Fall class elections due to incomplete organization. the Academs
swept everything for the next five months. including the Flowsheet Football Queen.
All-Mines and four class favorites. the Co-Ed Association officers. and the SouthWestern Relay Queen. On the ballot for next year's Student Association officers.
Academ candidates were kept from the ballot by a technicality. Despite this. an
intensive write-in campaign was promoted which won for the Academs the 1940-41
S. A. presidency.
The Association's Executive Council sponsored in the early spring a "Jackson Day"
dinner-dance. The party honored Roy Jackson. [r.• first Academ leader; introduced
Academ S. A. candidates; and built up spirit by giving the guest something different
in entertainment. The Valdespino Club-House was packed and the affair was generally
considered to have been "tops" in informal parties.
Academs were led this year by Bill Mayfield. Association president and general "jackof-all-politics" man. and Lee Slauter, vice-president and council leader. While not
always all-seeing. leadership was consistently aggressive and hard-working. 1939-40
is considered/ifSUccessful one for the association. and as a sound foundation for an
even more fruitful 1940-41.
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The Scientific Club, as old as and synonymous with the college, is the
of the engineering school. The organization is an unaffiliated student
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, the world's
sional society, and active members are those who have been accepted to
as student associates.

very back-bone
chapter of the
largest profesthe A. I. M. E.

The Scientific Club forms the political policy of the west side students, and has always
been completely successful in its political aspirations. This year it elected all officers
and executive council representatives from the classes, and lost only one position in
the Student Association race. Numbering as it does only one-third of the registered
students, its strength lies in its well-knit and powerful organization.
One of the primary purposes of the organization is to perpetuate engineering traditions
such as the Hard Luck Dance, initiation of freshman engineers on St. Pat's day picnic
at Oro Grande, and stressing the wearing of the freshmen slime caps.
During the school year the club has lectures by men prominent in their field of activity,
and entertains at least once a month with a "bean feed" at Seamon Hall. All engineering students, AI ME affiliates or not, attend these meetings and the lectures follow
them.
John F. Graham. professor of metallurgy, is sponsor of the club.
KIKI ESCUDERO
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Alpha Chi. the Phi Beta Kappa of small colleges and universities, was chartered in the
College of Mines in the fall of 1937. The local chapter is known as Texas Alpha Beta.
Membership is based on scholastic achievement, activities, character and leadership.
Students who rank scholastically in the upper ten per cent of the senior and junior
classes. and who are approved by a faculty committee, are eligible for membership.
Elections are held once each semester of the long session. The organization is active
socially as well as scholastically.
On April 12 and 13. the local chapter was represented at the national convention, held
at Southwestern University in Georgetown, Texas. Official delegates were Sue Jean
Lynch, president-elect, and Dr. L. A. Nelson. Visiting delegates were Grayce Jones and
Julius Carrera.
Officers are Julius Carrera, president; David Tappan, vice-president; Sue Jean Lynch.
secretary; Felice Link. treasurer; Dr. C. L. Sonnichsen, Dr. L. A. Nelson, and Dr.
Isabella Zimmerman, faculty sponsors.
Members include Mrs. Valilyan Strain. Loyle Howle. Mrs. Lucie Lee Black, Joyce Reed,
Barbara Hernley, Gilbert Yeager, Mrs. L. A. Lind, Mrs. N. L. Casner, Helen Galbraith,
Christine Chapman. Salvador Trevino, Mrs. Lucille Voelzel Nold, Dorothy Chappell,
Robert Rice, Mary Louise Lindlof, Hildon Nations, Marshall Rowdabouqh, Jackie
Stubblefield, Joi}fffIeSler, Eugene Rister, Mrs. Margaret Kahl, LuVenia Arnold, Grayce
Jones. Jimmie Lou Stowe, James Martin, George Eden, Martha Schroeder, Soledad
Perez, Ruth Nordwald, and Elizabeth McNail.
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Completing its twelfth year as official literary organization of the Texas College of
Mines. Scribblerus Club continued with the two aims for which it was founded: I)
assembling Mines literary talent, 2) developing this talent through practice and constructive criticism.
Ranging in writing styles from the Charles Algernon Swinburne type to that of Theodore
Drteser, with a little of John Steinbeck thrown in for good measure, Scribblerus was able
to publish two editions of "EI Burro," college magazine, before finally relinquishing
control to the Students Publications, Inc.
The change in sponsorship was a result, not of literary shortcomings, but of the organization's decision that the magazine would be more successful financially if pushed by
the older and more experienced press group.
Membership to the group is limited; to gain entrance the writer must submit his manuscript to a full-fledged member, who reads it to the organization at its bi-monthly meeting,
after which the article is discussed and then voted upon.
Sponsored by Dr. Isabella Zimmerman, Scribblerus has gained each year in membership
and writing ability. In addition to publishing "EI Burro," the organization submitted
manuscript entries to the Texas Interscholastic Press Association, which met this year
at San Marcos. Manuscripts included fiction, satire, general articles.
Students majoring in nearly every academic course offered in the college make up the
club. Closely connected with the Students Publications, Scribblerus members constitute
much of the staffs of both the FlOWSHEET and the Prospector, college publications.
FRANCESMILLER

SCRIBBLERUS

College Players, the only dramatic society of the College of Mines, was founded in 1927
under the supervision of Mrs. Myrtle E. Ball. At the time of organization it had a membership of only five students. With the installation of new pledges last fall the membership
had increased more than ten-fold to an enrollment of fifty-two.
This year was un unusually active one for the club and the program has been interesting
and different. High-lighting the program was the production of two plays. "Mary The
Third" and "Our Town". The cast of "Mary The Third" went on tour and gave four
performances in four West Texas towns. "Our Town" received so much favorable
comment that Mrs. Ball decidad to give a repeat performance under the auspices of one
of the many organizations which offered to sponsor the play. The Red Cross play
"Humanities Flag," was composed of a College Players cast. This was also repeated
many times under the sponsorship of various clubs and received ovations from those
who saw it. A mock radio rehearsal was staged by this club for College of Mines day
over K T S M. Assembly programs and numerous other social functions were staged
by this dramatic club throughout the school year.
Tryouts are held early in the fall term following which the pledges are announced.
Formal initiation takes place one week from the tryouts. Meetings are held twice a
month at the homes of the members. All dramatically inclined students interested in
joining the College Players are encouraged to see Mrs. Ball or the officers and members
of the club for f7
information.
Officers for this term are Jack Hunt, president; Peggy Lyons and Jackie Stubblefield,
vice-presidents; and Estelle Dorris, secretary and treasurer.

JACK HUNT
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Escudero, Dr. Nelson, Dr. Bullard, Kerley, Wiley,
Carrerra. Sobral. Morgan, Trevino.
King.

Hesler.

Sigma Gamma Epsilon was founded at the University of Kansas in 1915, It is a national
professional fraternity designed to further the inter-relationships between the students
of geology, metallurgy. mining. petroleum. and earth sciences and to better accomplish
the aims and objectives of these kindred sciences. There are at present thirty-two
chapters scattered through-out the United States. among which are represented most of
the leading colleges and universities offering degrees in those courses embraced within
the scope of the organization.
Alpha Lambda chapter. consisting of eight charter members. was installed on the
campus of the College of Mines on March 16. 1940. by Dr. Bullard of Texas University.
On April 22. 1940. five pledges were initiated into the active chapter and four of the
members of the faculty became associate members.
The initiation was held at the Texas Centennial Museum on the campus. and was
conducted by the members previously installed. Officers of the organization include
Charles King. president; Bernard Kerley. vice-president and historian; Daniel del Sobral,
secretary-treasurer; Howard Wiley. corresponding secretary and editor; and Dr. Lloyd
A. Nelson, faculty sponsor.
Associate members include Dean J. W. Kidd. Professor J. F. Graham. Dr. H. E. Quinn.
and E. M. Thomas. Faculty members include Dr. Lloyd A. Nelson. William S. Strain.
and Frank Morgan. Charter members are Julius Carrerra, Enrique Escudero. John
Hesler. Bernard Kerley, Charles King, Daniel del Sobral, Salvador Trevino. and
Howard Wiley. Initiates include Richard Emerson. Harry Britt. Harry Miller. Morton
Spar, and Gilbert Yeager.
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The Women's Dormitory was opened in the fall of 1936, and shortly thereafter, the
residents of the hall organized into a social group called the Outcasts. The organization.
although not an official club registered with the Student Association. takes an active
part in all campus affairs.
Purely a social organization. the Outcasts have been compared to a loosely organized
sorority. Members have enjoyed frequent picnics. midnight suppers. luncheons, teas,
and coffees. At the beginning of the term. Freshmen women were welcomed with a
reception and a coffee and in the middle of the year. a reception was given honoring
the mothers of college students.
The Outcasts live in comfortable, well furnished. well equipped quarters with every
facility for a pleasant stay at the college. The comfortable furnishings of the dormitory
plus the activities of the dormitory organization give the out-of-town women students
one of the finest times to be had at any college in the country. One of the best advertisements that the college could have is favorable reports carried back home by students
who come to El Paso from other cities and towns of this region. Members of the
dormitory organization are among those students who urge friends at home to attend
the college because of the enjoyable time which can be had in addition to the obtaining
of a sound education. The Outcasts are a sign of the college's spread of influence to
all parts of the So~est.
Officers of the past term were Katherine Arnold. president; Helen Mason. vicepresident; and Miriam Quick. secretary-treasurer. These officers' hard work, ability.
and support of them by the organization enabled the officers to increase the value of
the dormitory organization this year.
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The Latin-American Club was organized in the fall of 1927 in order to form a compact
organization working for better relations between Spanish speaking students of the
college. The club also discusses various phases of world problems, studies Spanish
culture and history, and otherwise informs its members on matters of interest.
March 9, the organization sponsored a Spanish Fiesta in Holliday Hall. The affair
consisted of banqueting, entertaining, and dancing, and was open to the public. The
Fiesta was held in order to increase the interest of Mines' students in Latin America.
Members enjoyed frequent parties and other types of entertainments. These parties plus
the educational activities of the club represent one of the best planned programs of any
club on the campus.
The club has a fund which is used as a loan fund for Latin-American students. This
fund is added to from year to year, and enables several students to secure a college
education.
This year the sponsorship of the club was taken over by Dr. R. H. Olmsted, who replaced W. R. Avrett. Isaac Heller served as president. The leadership of these two
enabled the club to keep up a splendid record.
Members are encouraged to become active in campus activities. As a result, members
of the club are prominently identified with other organizations on the campus, and
the club becomes a factor in the promotion of extra-curricular activities.
In the last analysis, then, the Latin-American Club exists to better the student life of
its members, to make it possible for worthy students to attend the College of Mines, to
increase interest in the extra-curricular activities on the campus, and to bring about
a better relationship among Spanish students. These ends are reached by a wide program of social activities, through education, and through cooperation with others. The
club deserves a great deal of credit for its program.
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Catholic students at the College of Mines number more than any other one religious
group on the campus. In the Newman Club. they band together for activity in their
common interests.
Activities of the Newman Club are of social, charitable, and educational nature. Meetings are held twice a month, alternating between social and business meetings.
One of the features of the business meetings is a discussion on religious matters conducted
in an open forum manner under the direction of the chaplain.
"It's surprising," say some of the members. "how little we know about our religion,
especially as it pertains to the things which are always coming up in the world at the
moment."
Activities for the Newman Club during the 1939-40 school year have included retreats
for men and women, a picnic, and a skating party. A watermelon feed opened the season
prior to the first day of the fall semester.
Members make one day retreats during the year-s-qettinq away from the world for a
short time to think of other things besides the hurry and confusion which is the order
of the time. Under the direction of a retreat master. the students study the fundamentals
of their reliqion-s-nearly a return to the days when they studied the catechism.
In campus activity, the club has changed somewhat during the past few years. Formerly,
it took active part-irfschool politics and was often a big factor in deciding the turn of
an election. Since then, the club has devoted itself more to matters of building up a
tightly knit organization with a basis which will last. Any political activity at present
is confined to support of members who may be running on one of the various political
tickets in student elections.
Officers are: Rev. David J. Kirgan. chaplain; Mrs.!. K. Pineau, faculty advisor; Bill
Saffold, president; Dorothy Des Saulles, vice-president; Dick Emerson. secretary-tress.
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The Zeta Tau chapter of Alpha Psi Omega, national honorary dramatic fraternity. was
organized at the College of Mines in February, 1937. It is one of the eleven chapters
of the fraternity in Texas.
Members are selected upon the fulfillment of very strict standards. so that one of the
highest honors that can be awarded a student is to be elected to Alpha Psi Omega.
These standards involve not only dramatic ability. but scholarship and service to the
college. Without a doubt. the fraternity represents the best talent that can be found on
the campus and members of the national fraternity are recognized throughout the entire
nation as outstanding actors and actresses.
Although one of the newest organizations on the campus. Alpha Psi Omega has claim
to one of the most active. hardest-working groups of alumni that any of the Mines'
clubs have produced. The alumni have met regularly to study drama. to aid the college
in its growing stage activity. and to discuss past happenings. The interest displayed by
the graduates indicates the significance that the fraternity has for its members.
The Club ever strives toward increasing interest in dramatics; towards increasing the
knowledge of its members; towards the production of the best in drama; to familiarize
all with current drama; and to inspire others to greater achievement. Results of work to
achieve these aims can be seen in the high plane which the college actors have reached
in their acting.
This year, members took a very active part in the production of "Mary the Third" and
"Our Town". The latter play was so received, that by popular demand, it was repeated.
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The position of out-of-town men students living in the dormitory, so far as campus
affairs are concerned was very poor until residents of the dormitory banded together
in the fall of 1938 to form an organization known as the Out-Post. The Out-Post serves
as center of activity for out-of-town students. and is purposed to promote participation
in campus social, political. and athletic activities. Composed entirely of men living in
the dormitory. the organization serves a need of the men living in the dormitory to
become acquainted. and has members prominent in many factions on the campus. It
has an adequate representation in College Players, Band, Forensic, Varsity Singers,
Photo Club, Academic Association, and intramural sports.
Sponsored by Dr. Anton H. Berkman. the Out-Post this year has engaged in social
and athletic activities within itself. Several parties have been given at various times
through-out the year, and the club has sponsored a number of soft-ball games and
ping-pong tournaments.
Principally an organization to project the out-of-town students into Mines campus life,
the Out-Post has taken.ion a new phase of activity that may over-shadow the former.
The need for a sociaYorganization to augment the oft-times boring aspect of dormitory
life is apparent to anyone who is even remotely acquainted with such existence. The
Out-Post. embryonic in development, aims to be the realization of such an organization
on the Mines campus.
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Continuing its lively pace of progress. this year the band had its most successful season
since its founding as it rose to new heights. The activities of the band this year have
been varied. and have served to establish for it an enviable reputation throughout West
Texas. During the fall. the band, augmented by the Gold Diggers, thrilled football
spectators with spectacular demonstrations between halves of the football games, The
band stood ever ready to help at pep rallies and assemblies, and as a courtesy to the
citizens of El Paso. continued its series of monthly Sunday afternoon concerts throughout the winter and spring.
New Year's Day again saw the band leading the parade as the official Sun Carnival
band. In the fall the band traveled to Albuquerque, New Mexico, with the football team
and several hundred students,
The spring semester was high-lighted by a week's tour through West Texas towns.
on which it traveled some thousand miles, playing concerts at fifteen high schools, The
band has received innumerable compliments as a result of this tour, and it is hoped that
the tour will become an annual affair. The band, practising every afternoon for an hour
or more, is one of the hardest working groups on the campus, Under the able leadership
of Glen R. (Colonel) Jchnson it is making great strides of progress and gaining much
recognition for the school. Colonel Johnson has built up this musical organization until
it is one of the best known in the entire state.
DAVE TAPPAN
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Members of the College of Mines band include Donivez Purkey and Ernestine Grant. drum majorettes; Paul
Harvey and Margarette

Des Saulles, flutes; La France Vans Evers. Claude Pendley, Hildon Nations. Charles

Antone. Edward Price, Santiago Gutierrez. Betty White,
Des Saulles, and Peggy Marston. clarinets.

Esther Cox, Grayce Jones. Gordon Black, Dorothy

Kermit O'Neal and Mario Pena, alto clarinets; Earl Cleveland. bass clarinet; O. Henry Carbajal. G. B. Palm.
Rial Gallagher. and Harvey
Swain. French-horns.

Gardea.

saxophones; John Twinning.

Marjie

Green. Bill Wehner,

and Alvah

Bob Lyons. Stanley Wright,

James Naylor, Joe Benish. Lela Roy Williams. Cecilia Arrendondo. Le Grande

Merriman. and Gabriel Cordova. cornets; Edward Crowe and John Orr. baritones; Charles Gallagher. Earl
Douglass. Julius Sadowsky. and Richard Miller. trombones.
William Pop~Marshall

Snelson, and Kenneth Brld jes. bass; Clarice Sherwood, David Tappan. Dee Cot-

tinqim, Noel Alton. Billie Escajeda, Bill Swain. Marjorie

Thurston.

Ernestine

Grant, Joe Hays.

and Eddie

Koons. drummers; Juanita Hendon. Edd Paul. La Monte Williams. Estelle Dorris. and Lois Shaw, bell lyres.
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The College of Mines chapter of the Association for Childhood Education was started
in 1937. Since that time, it has become prominent in the training of Mines' students who
plan to enter the teaching profession.
The Association was founded when the National Kindergarten Union and the National
Council of Primary Education united. The national and the local organization have as
their purposes the analysis of problems in educating children. the solution of these
problems, and the presentation of the knowledge to those who are interested in education
as a profession.
During the year, members have heard authorities discuss various phases of childhood
education, and thus. have become better prepared to become teachers. Members have
presented problems met while practice teaching to the group. and solutions to these
problems were offered and analyzed. At every meeting, something which contributed
to the knowledge of the group was offered, so that the A. C. E. was a real aid to
the prospective teachers.
The number of members has more than doubled since the chapter was started. This
increase is because of heightened interest in the subject brought to Mines by the
organization, and because the Association has proved to be extremely valuable to its
members after graduation, Reports from alumni indicate that the Association prepared
them for matters which would have been extremely difficult to handle without advance
knowledge of the problem and its solution.
Capable leadership for the Mines' chapter was found in Barbara Hernley, president,
and Miss Lucy Claire Hoard, sponsor. During the 1939-40 session, the ability of these
two enabled the club to maintain an enviable record of achievement. Social activities in
the form of teas, luncheons, and buffet suppers were provided by the club for its members
in addition to the many educational advantages.
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The Forensic Society, only speech organization of the College of Mines, has Its membership open to all students who are interested in any form of speech work. Tryouts for
membership are held at the beginning of each semester and new members are selected
from those tryinq-out, The purpose of the Forensic Society is to perpetuate the ideals
of good speaking habits and develop confidence and poise in speakers, so that all will
have the use of this speaking ability in later life.
Every year this speech society takes part in tournaments in Abilene, Texas, and Durant,
Oklahoma. Early in February this year, a group of five contestants went to Abilene
and carried away four prizes. Jimmie Lou Stowe won first place in radio speaking,
Mary Lillian Reid won third place in women's poetic interpretation, and Jim Force
won first place in men's poetic interpretation and third place in radio speaking.
When the Forensic Society went to Durant in March, they took six contestants and
set a new record by winning five places, three more than any college had ever done
before in the history of the tournament. Howard Pitts won first place in Bible reading
and second in radio speaking. John Guffey won the second award in after-dinner speaking,
and Jimmie Lou Stowe won second place in Bible reading and third in women's poetic
interpretation.
~
Mrs. M. E. Ball, sponsor of the organization, has aided the group in many programs.
The Forensic Society presented two programs on the Mines-K T S M Radio Day, one
of poetry reading and another of "Winners All."
Officers of the Forensic Society are Jim Force, president; Jimmie Lou Stowe, vicepresident; Irene Palm, secretary; Arnim Polster, treasurer; Bill Mayfield, reporter.
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Macfarlane. Curtiss.
Manker. Elkin. Peterson, Rhetnhetmer
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One of the outstanding organizations on the College of Mines campus is the Gold
Diggers, which was organized in 1932. Originally, the membership was limited to twentyfive Co-eds, but because of it's great importance and popularity, the number has been
increased to fifty-five. The group is sponsored by Miss Norma Egg, dean of women,
and directed by Glen R. Johnson, director of music.
The purpose of the Gold Diggers is to add greater interest and color to the football
season by participating at every home game and by appearing with the band at all
pep rallies. The seasonal trip this year was made to Albuquerque for the Mines - New
Mexico University game.
Among other activities, the Gold Diggers helped in the red Cross Drive this year;
welcomed the alumnae on Homecoming Day; acted as ushers at the Dale Carnegie
lecture, sponsored by the Friends of Mines; participated at the U. S. Navy Band concert
held under the auspices of the Mines band; made sandwiches for "M - Day"; attended
all down town pep-rallies; ushered at the Coronation of the Queen of the Southwestern
Suo Carnival, and marched with the band at the Sun Bowl game on New Year's and
in the Shriner's spring Ceremonial parade.
Officers for the year 1939-40 were: Ada McDonnell, president; Wilma Mae Meyer,
vice-president; Joyce Upperman, secretary-treasurer,
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Members include:

Lois Andre,

Ruth Andre.

Geraldine

Beltz. Beth Boland. Mary

Frances Bradshaw, Peggy Brown, Martha Casteel, Christine Chapman, Marjorie Cravens,
Jenny Bob Crimen, Patty Curtiss. Dorothy Drehner, Estelle Doris, Jane Duncan. Margaret
Elkin, Ann Gallagher, Jane Gibson, Thomasine Gray. Peggy Lou Griffin, Nellie Hanson,
Cleo Hardy, Charlee Hendricks, Mildred Hodges. Winifred

Hughes, Bobbie Hunnicutt,

Alice Gehring, Jane Kennedy, Ruth Ann Kennedy. Marianne Kissel, Sue Jean Lynch,
Peggy Lyons, Shiela Macfarlane, Hazel Ann Manker, Rosita Martinez, Nell McCutchan.
Ada McDonnell, Wilma Meyer. Frances Miller, Mary Ann Mitchell. Marie Montague.
Jean Moore. Kitty Mulcahy. Altanell Oden, Dorothea Peterson. Emily Rheinheimer. Anita
[o Simmons. Betty Stark. [uanice Tillman, Joyce Upperman, Rosemary Walker, Mary
Whitaker. [ane Wilson. Martha Wornach, Dorothy Woodley.
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Emerson, Branch. Levenson.
Emerson,

Edens,

Sponsor
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The Pre-Medic Club was founded in 1929, just two years after the inauguration of the
academic course in this college. Since its founding the club has progressed steadily
and has grown to be one of the outstanding academic organizations on the campus.
Membership in the club is open to all students taking biological courses, especially those
students interested in following medicine as a career.
The purpose of the club is to create a feeling of fellowship among the pre-medical students
and to give these students a better understanding of the various phases involved in the
study of medicine. This latter purpose is accomplished by field trips to the various
hospitals and clinics and by interesting lectures and talks given by doctors prominent
in the local medical circles. The club has a sizable group of alumni scattered throughout
the country. Some are still in various medical schools and others are already engaged
in the practice of medicine. The record left by these alumni has set a high standard for
the club membership to follow. Thus the club is justly proud of its achievement and
its goal.
Officers of the club are: Kermit O'Neal, president; George Eden, vice-president; Dorothy
Hodges. secretary.
Faculty sponsors are Dr. A. H. Berkman and Dr. B. F. Jenness.
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In the fall of 1938. the Men's Glee Club and the Women's Glee Club combined into one
group and chose the name Varsity Singers. The group has steadily improved since that
time. and now is nationally recognized for the work it does.
The outstanding activity of the year for the group was a six-day tour of \Vest Texas
taken during the first week in March. The group and the band gave three concerts a
day in various Texas towns. entertaining the audience and advertising the college. On
the trip, the singers traveled in two large, comfortable busses. Frank [unell, registrar,
accompanied the Varsity Singers and its directors. showing moving pictures taken at
the college and lecturing on the various phases of the student life at the College of Mines.
The trip was so successful that it will be made annually.
The Varsity Singers also presented monthly concerts along with the band. These
concerts were given in Scottish Rite Auditorium. free to the public. Members not only
got the benefit of group singing. but were divided into smaller groups. where every
individual was given special attention by Glen Johnson or Jackie Roe. These ensemble
groups. ranging from soloists to the sixteen voice Madregalians. took an active part
in the public performances.

~

Membership is dependent upon selection by the directors. At the beginning of the year.
auditions are given to applicants for membership. The best singers of the auditions are
allowed to join the organization for a trial period. At the end of this period, usually
four weeks in length, the students showing the most ability and dependability are retained as members. Thus, the singers represent the select voices of the campus.
The officers of the club for 1939-1940 were Gordon Black, president; Donivee Purkey,
vice-president; and Arnim Polster. secretary-treasurer.
GORDON
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Last September, the Civil Aeronautics Authority

chose the College of Mines as one

of the institutions in which to start a program of aeronautic education. Thirty students
signed for the course which was added to the college curriculum, and soon were studying
the mechanics of airplanes, the operation of airports, the various laws which pertain
to aviation, and many other things which contributed to the student's understanding of
aeronautics.
The interest of the students in the course was keen, and so it was only natural that the
students should organize an aviation club, the High Flyers. Members of the club are
those students taking the C. A. A. flying course. Eugene Thomas, course instructor,
is also sponsor of the club. Bob Snider is the president.
Every member of the club has soloed, and most of them will have their licenses by the
time that the FLOWSHEETis issued. The rest will obtain their licenses before the middle
of June.
The High Flyers frequently go to the airport in small groups to watch procedure or
inspect equipment. This study is in addition to the required work of the aviation course.
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The club is too recently organized to have completely inaugurated its program, but
besides the aviation study, it plans to have a series of dances, banquets, picnics, and
other types of entertainment, These ·festivities will be held not only during the school
year, but during the vacation months in order that the club will remain a compact,
useful organization.
At various meetings, the High Flyers have engaged in informative discussions concerning the various improvements in aircraft, the future of aviation, warfare in the air, and
other matters pertaining to flying. Several times lecturers have given talks upon some
phase of aeronautics.
Although the newest club on the campus, the High Flyers have already shown promise
of becoming one of the~anding

organizations at this college.
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Hope. Carlton. Willis. O'Neal. Clark. Branch. Thorne.
Evan •• Sundquist. Hodges. Galbraith, Foote. Mayfield.

The International Relations Club was founded under the auspices of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. and the local organization is an accredited member
of the West Texas ~New Mexico Conference, This conference constitutes one-twelfth
of the conferences meeting annually throughout the United States. The purpose of this
organization is to give its members a better understanding of international affairs and
their relations to world peace, The club is a non-action group, and attempts to discuss
foreign affairs and entanglements with as little prejudice as possible,
Periodically the head offices of the International Relations Clubs sends out pamphlets
and books on current matters to form the bases of these discussions. Meetings are held
twice a month at which time papers prepared by the members are read and current
international developments are debated in open forum.
Last year the organization was host to the West Texas ~New Mexico Conference, at
the annual convention. This year the club was represented by a delegation to the convention held at the University of New Mexico. Albuquerque, March 1~2.
The club has started a special shelf of books in the library, where volumes concerning
current topics will be available to the student body. This shelf has been a welcome
addition to the library.
Officers for the 1939-40 term were Bob Clark, president; John Thorne. vice-president;
and Mildred Hodges, secretary. Dr. Gladys Gregory is faculty sponsor of the group.
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�resident

D. M. Wiggins

JOHN
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KmD

Dean of
Engineering

CHARLES
ALEXANDER
PUCKETT

Dean of
Arts and Science

ADMINISTRATION
FRANK JUNELL
Registrar
Director of Publications

NORMA BeG
Assistant Professor of English
Dean of Women

BAXTER

POLK

Librarian

BURT FRANKLIN JENNESS
Assistant Professor of Biological Sclences

MARSHALL LEE PENNINGTON
Business Manager

MARY ELLA POOL
Director of Dormitories

V AYNE

PORTER
Asststan t Reg istrar

W. S.

STRAIN
Curator of Museum

FREDERICK WILLIAM BACHMANN
Professor of Modern Languages

ANTON HELMER BERKMAN
Professor of Biological Sciences

JOHN FRASER GRAHAM
Professor 01 Mining and Metallurgy

EDWIN JOHN KNAPP
Professor 01 Mathematics and Physics

THOMAS ERL MORRIS
Professor of Economics and Business AdmInistration

HOWARD EDMUND QUINN
Professor 01 Geology

JOSEPH MOSES ROTH
Professor 01 Philosophy and Psychology

FRANKLIN Hupp
SEAMON
Professor 01 Chemistry

ADMINISTRJTION
CHARLES LELAND SONNICHSEN
Professor
Eng !ish

or

JOHN LEROY WALLER
Professor of History

PEARL WHITFIELD
DURKEE
Associate Professor of Physics

WILLIAM WALTER LAKE
Associate Professor of Chemistry

LLOYD ALVINO NELSON
Associate Professor of Geology

JOHN W. STORMONT
Associate Professor of History

MACK SAXON
Associate Professor of Physical Training

MRS. ISABELLA CORBETT ZIMMERMAN
Associate Professor of Eng ltsb

AD IllN 1ST RAT ION
WILLIAM
ROBERT AVRETT
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages

FLOYD ARCHIE DECKER
Assistant Professor of Engineering

MRS. LENA ELDRIDGE
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages

GLADYS GREGORY
Assistant Professor of Government

Lucy
CLAIRE HOARD
Assistant Professor of Education

LEON DENNY MOSES
Assistant Professor of English

RICHARD HUBBELL OLMSTED
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages

MRS. MARY KELLY QUINN
Assistant Professor of Sociology

ADMINISTRATION
NATHAN

SCHWID

Assistant

Professor

of Mathematics

MAC FRANCES SMITH
Assistant Professor of Economics
and Business

Administration

REX VVALLACE ST~CKLAND
Assistant Professor of History

EUGENE McRAE
THOMAS
Assistant Professor of Mining and Metallurgy

MRS.

MYRTLE

Instructor

EVELYN

in Public

BALL

Speaking

VVILLIAM HENRY
Instructor

THOMAS
Instructor

BALL

in Chemistry

GROGARD BARNES
in Mathematics

CHARLES
Instructor

EDWARD BOUNDS
in Journalism

MRS. ISABELLE KELLY PINEAU
Instructor in Modern Languages

JOSEPH HOPKINS JAMES
Instructor in Engliih

GLEN

R.

JOHNSON

Instructor

in Music

Director of Band and Glee Club

MRS.

JULIA

Instructor

JOSEPH

S.

Instructor

IDA KANE
in Physical

EducaHon

LEECH
in Mathematics

and Engineering

BULAH A. LILES
Instructor in Mathematics

HARRY B.

PHILLIPS

Instructor

in Physical

Education

PEARL OLIVE PONSFORD
Instructor in English

ADMINISTRATION
MRS.

loUISE

Instructor

RESLEY

in Mathematics

MRS. BERTHA REYNOLDS
Instructor

in Education

JACKIE ROE
Instructor

in Music

GEORGE PERRY STEEN
Instructor

MRS. VERA
Instructor

in Engineering

WISE
in Design

and Interior

Decorating

FRANK W. MORGAN
Laboratory Assistant in the
Department of Geology

JOE SAM WILLIS
Laboratory

Assistant

in the

Department of Biological Sciences

MARJORIE ERWIN
Assistant Librarian

ADMINISTRATION
MRS.

MAURINE

Assistant

SMITH

Business

JERRELL

Manager

FRANCES LUELLA JOB
Information Clerk and
Switchboard Operator

ISABEL ABDOU JOSEPH
Clerk in Business Office

MARGARET

NEELY

Stenographer

MRS. FRANCES SMITH STEVENS
Secretary to the President

MRS. MAXINE ROPER BOMAR
Information Clerk and
Switchboard Operator

JOHNELL CRIMEN
Clerk in Business Office
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Social Science
Alpha Chi
Kappa Sig rna Kappa
Band •36-' 40
Band President, '39-'40
Ptowsheet Staff '39
Business Manager Flowsheet '40
Scrtbblerus
Who's Who in American Colleges '10

JIM STACY
English
Journalism
Editor. Prospector,
'iO

Flowsheet
Kappa Sigma Kappa
President, Press Club, '40
I. R.C.
High-Flyers
Who's Who in American Colleges
Football Manager. '37

BILL
SAFFOLD
English
Journalism
Editor, Prospector,
'39

Editor. EI Burro, '40
President, Newman Club. '40
President. Scrjbblerus, '39
I. R. C.
Press Club
Who's Who In American Colleges
Freshman Track
Publications Board

WARD

EVANS

English
Flowsheet
EIBurro
Scrtbblerus
Tennis
Press Club
I. R. C.

History

CLASS

H,

SAM
Mining

REED

Scientific Club
A,I.M,
E,
President Alpha Phi Omega '37-'38
President Junior Class '37-'38
Student Council '37-'38
Varsity Show '38-'39

JAMES HARPER
Business Administration
Track '37-'10

Economics

FREDERICO VILLAREAL
Mining
Scientific Club
Tennis '37·'39
Outpost

ALFRED J, CARPENTER
Economics
Geology
Rho Sigma Phi

WINSTON
LEE BLACK
Business Administration
Economics
Kappa Sigma Kappa, President, '10
Football '36-'10

JACK PHILLIPS
Biology
Chemistry
Pre-Med Club, President,

'39

OF 1940

ULASS

OF 1940

ROBERT RITTER
Business Administration
Golf '39·'40
Pi Kappa Alpha

Economics

LUVENIA
ARNOLD
Business Administration
Alpha Chi
Newman Club
College Players '36·'40
Varsity Singers '36·'39

Social Science

MRS, MARGARET KAHL
BUJiness Administration
Economics
Alpha Chi '37·'40
Executive Council '38
Co-ed representative '37-'39
Co-ed Association Treasurer '38
Miner Co-ed song '38
Sophomore Favorite '38
Varsity

Show

Sweetheart

JOHN KREBS
History
Social Science
Football '37,'38,'39
Track '39,'40

JULIUS CARRERA
Metallurgy
Mining
President Alpha Chi
Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Publications Board
Newman Club
Student Council
Who's Who in American Colleges

CHRISTINE CHAPMAN
Business Administration
Gold Diggers
Alpha Chi

Social Science

UL~SS

BOB BOWLING
Economics
Business Administration
Tennis

LOYLE BETHEA HOWLE
Spanish
Education
Band
Alpha Chi
Sigma Delta Pi
Chi Omega

BENITA VINSON
Spanish
English

ROBERT N. SNIDER
Mining
Alpha Phi Omega
President. Wlnq-Overs
Golf
Tennis
Scientific Club

JAMES V. KING
Mining
Metallurgy
Football '35-'39
Student Association President
Newman Club
Alpha Phi Omega
Scientific Club

MRS. LENORA
Education

WOMACK
JENI\ESS
Social Science

OF 1940

CLASS

OF 1940

HARRY

MISKIMINS

Biology

Pre-Med

Chemistry

Club

GoRDON BLACK
Biology
Chemi.try
Laboratory Assistant '38-'39-'10
Track '37-'38-'39
Varsity Singers. President. '-40
Quill
Pre-Med Club

EDWARDA
English

KELTNER
Sodal Science

Vice-President

Student

Association

All Mines Girl
Gold Diggers
Delta Delta Delta
I. R.C,
Press Club
Pan Hellenic

JUANICE TILLMAN
History
Social Science
Women's Editor. The Prospector
Junior Editor of Flowsheet
Secy.c'I'rees. ,Junior Class '38-'39
Varsiry Show Sweetheart
Gold Diggers
Student Council '39·'10
Publications Board
Independent Girls
A,C, E,
Press Club

BERNARD

KERLEY

Mining

Scientific Club
Student Associate, A, I. M, E,
Alpha Phi Omega

KENNETH
Business

HEINEMAN
Administration

Social

Who's Who in American Colleges
Football '36-'10
Most Valuable Plar.er '37
North-South game 39
All-Border Conference '37-'38·'39
Little All-American '39

Science

CL!SS

PETE BARBOGLIO
Business Administration
Kappa Sigma Kappa
Basketball

Economics

JOYCE REED
History
Chi Omega
Alpha Chi

FELICE

English

LINK

History

Spanish

Chi Omega
Sigma Delta Pi
Alpha Chi

JOSE ZoZAYA
Mining

Scientific Club
Student ASSOCiate, A. I. M. E.
Phi Beta Mex
Lattn-Amertcan Club

JAMES MAURICE
Mining
Metallurgy
Scientific Club

A.I.M.E,

SUE JACKSON
H i.5torg
Social Science
Varsity Singers
Panhellenle
Co-Ed Council. Treasurer
Vice ..President. Senior Class
Chi Omega

A. C. E.

OF 1940

C L A~SS 0 F 1 9 4 0

OSCAR
Mining

CoB05

Track '37-'39
Phi Beta Mex
Latin-American Club
"M" Club
Scientific Club
A, 1. M, E,
Freshman Football

DAN
KERLEY
Chemistry

Physics

Alpha Phi Omega
Scientific Club

TOM KIRK5EY
English

Social

Science

Scr ibblerus
Photo Club

SAM
R05ENBERG
Business
Administration

GEORGE
Business

Economics

A TTEL
Administration

Football

History

'38-'39,'''0

J05E MEDINA
Mining

Metallurgy

Scientific Club
President Phi Beta Mex '39-''l<)

CLASS

JUAN PRIETO
Mining
Scientific Club
Phi Beta Me.
Latin-Amertcen Club
A.I.M.
E.

MRS. ISIS MOUNA
GALINDO
Spanish
English
Sigma Delta Pi
Alpha Chi
American Association
Spanish Teachers

GERALDINE
Education

of

MAYFIELD
Social Science

ROBERT CARLSON
Geolog!l.
Science
Rho Sigma Phi
Scientific Club

RAYMOND GRAVES
Education
English
Football '36

MRS. JOE ROUSE
Education
Mathamatjc$~

Spanish

OF 1940

CLASS

OF 1940

ROBERT
Mining

L.

HALL

Alpha Phi Omega
President Senior Class' 40
Scientific Club
President Scientific Club '39

EMILIE
Spanish

RHEINHEIMER
English

Gold Diggers '37-'40
Delta Delta Delta
Elowsheet Staff '37-'38
Vrce-prestdeet Co-ed Ass'n. '39-'40
Tennis Club '37-'38
Treasurer of Academic Ass'n. '39-'10
Gold Diggers Council '39-'40
Varsity Show '38-'39

THELMA
Bu.siness
Junior

SUNDQUIST
Administration
Favorite
'39

English

Academic Council
Co-Ed Council
Delta Delta Delta
Chairman.
Elowsheet Beauty

JOE

Contest

SIMON

Economics

HOWARD
Mining

History

WILEY
Geology

Scientific Club
Sigma

Gamma

Epsilon

Varsity Singers
Student Associate, A, 1. M. E,

BOBBIE HUNNICUTT
Education
.'Wodern Language

College Players
Alpha Psi Omega
A, C, E.
Who's Who in American Colleges '39
Vice-Pres. Student Association '39
Student Council
Vars.tcnian
Soloist '38
Gold Diggers
CO-fd Council

JUAN

J.

PRIETO

Mining

Scientific Club '36-'10
Latin-American Club '36-'37
Pbi Beta Mex '39
A.!. M. E.
Varsity Singers '38

JULIA CARLTON
Business Administration
Out-Casts

MILDRED HODGES
Business Administration
Press Club
I. R. C.
Gold Diggers
Senior

Social Science

Social Science

Council

Academic Association Secretary
Delta Delta Delta. President. '10
Panhel1enic Council. Treasurer. '40
Prospector Staff

J,

D. LAMBETH
History
Social Science
Rho Sigma Phi. President. '10
Prospector Staff
Ore Diggers
Varsity

Show

Round Table

HOWARD EARL
Economics
Wing-Overs
Newman Club

BYERS
Social Science

MRS. LILLIAN A. LIND
Education
Spanish
Sigma Delta Pi
Alpha Chi
Women's Auxiliary. College of Mines

ULJSS

OF 1940

MILDRED

RODEN

History
Social Science
College Players
Forensic

Co-Ed Association
Relay Princess. '38

PAUL

CARLTON

Business Administration
Track '36-'10
Captatn. '10
Kappa

Sigma

Economics

Kappa

I. R.C.
President. Junior Class. '39

HAROLD

WEILLER

Economics
Flowsbeet '10

Social Science

CARMEN

BURCIAGA

Business Administration
Latin-American Club

WINIFRED

ANDRESEN

E~~;~Cblerus
EI Burro

History

GEORGE

PELL

EII~~;;~bleru.

H ;Story

EIBurro
The Prospector

Social Science

CLASS

JANE WILSON
History
Social Science
Gold Diggers
Delta Delta Delta

RIAL GALLAGHER
Science
History
Kappa Sigma Kappa
Band

LEONARD KORNFELD
Social Science
Scrtbbleeua
Editor. "The Nugget"
Ore Diggers
Varsity Singers
Press Club
Forensic

HELEN FLORENCE GALBRAITH
History
Social Science
Del fa Del ta Del ta
Alpba Chi
I. R. C.
Varsity Singers

EVELYN ELIZABETH
GIBSON
History
Journalism
Press Club
Prospector Staff

ANDY GONZALEZ
Economics
H i5tory
Business Manager, The Prospector

OF 1940

CLASS

OF 1940

MAE SOUCEK
Enc!.~~$~dCouncifocial

Science

A. C. E,

VINCENT
DESMOND
Economics
Social Science
Freshman

track

Glee Club
Newman Club
Outpost. President,
Boxing

'40

Tournament

OSCAR HERNANDEZ
CHAVEZ
Mining
Scientific Club '36,'40
Phi Beta Mex '37,'40
Phi Beta Mex secretary '39,'40

BARBARA HEM LEY
Education
English
A. C, E .. President
Alpha Chi

ANNA THOMASINE
GRAY
Hi3tory
Social Science
Gold Diggers
Prospector

Staff

Delta Delta Delta
Varsity

Show

JOHN BEATY
Business Administration
Basketball '36,'40
Tennis, '36,'40
College Players
Newman Club
Advertising

Manager.

Social Science

Prospector,

'38

CLASS

WILLIAM
Business

BVERS
Administratio'l

Economics

Newman Club

DANIEL
DEL SOBRAL
Mining
Treasurer.
Student Association

Executive Council
President. Freshman Class
President,

Sophomore

Class

Student Associate, A. I. M. E.
Who's Who in American Colleges

RUDOLFO
Mining

VILLAREAL

Scientific Club
Tennis
Outpost

SALVADOR
Mining

MORA

Basketball, '36,'40
Captain '40
Latin-American

Club

OF 1940

ULASS

Ot 1941
l

PEGGY LYONS

JOHN

HESLER

CoNCHA

DICK

ARREDONDO

GUERNSEY

SHIRLEY HEISIG

JACK ELLIS

DOROTHY

WEST

GENE

ROBINSON

BETTY

STABLEIN

JAMES HART

ANNE

DAVIS

JOH:-< HICKS

HARWELL

SLEET

MIRIAM

QUICK

WALTON

ALBERT

DE

ROBERTS

WITT

GEORGE EDEN

JOE BRYAN

ULASS
.-"l

JENNIE

BoB

CRIMEN

DOYLE

CASEY

MAVIS

POLLARD

PAXTON

RODGERS

LoUISE

WILSON

BILL

STRINGER

JACKIE STUBBLEFIEW

HOWARD

PITIS

JANE KENNEDY

TOM LoVE

OLIVE

STEWART

FRANK

JIMMIE

Lou

FORBES

STOWE

VIRGIL

RINDOM

ELIZABETH

DICK

ANN

MOORE

JEAN

LASSITER

EARL

DOUGLASS

HINES

OF 19(1

CLASS

OF 1941=~~~~~~~~
WINIFRED

HUGHES

JOHN

OLSON

Cox

ESTHER

NOEL

ALTON

MAURENE

BRITTON

BILL RIKE

BETTY STARK

HILDON

NATIONS

PATTY

CURTISS

JAMES DAVENPORT

JANET

FOOTE

LYNCH

JEANNE

CLAIRE

MILLER

VICTOR

PUENTE

BETTY

CLARENCE

GRATTAN

DREES

BABCOCK

SUE

JEAN LYNCH

GABRIEL

CORDOVA

OF 19(1

�~~~~~=ULASS
~
MARSHALL

ROWDABOUGH

CALVERT

VANS

EVERS

LARRY DuTHIE

LEE

SLAUTER

CLARENCE

VVALKER

1

•

CLASS

OF 1941
RUSSELL

COTTON

DORIS CAMPBELL

WILLIAM

MAYFIELD

ROSITA MARTINEZ

CLEO

HARDY

ENRIQUE

MARTIN

ESCUDERO

FERNANDEZ

DOROTHEA

PETERSON

FRANCIS

MILLER

LOIS ANDRE

RUTH

ANDRE

SALVADOR TREVINO

WILLIAM

BRANCH

BETTY ANN

SPARKS

MARY ANN

GLENN

MITCHELL

BROWN

MARY loUISE

LINDLOFF

DoNALD

WATZKE

CLASS
DoNALD

LANCE

JANE

DUNCAN

FRED HERNANDEZ

MARJORIE

THURSTON

DICK

MILLER

MARGUERITE

CASTER

ED CROWE

BETTY

WHITE

BILL BLACK

ANN

GALLAGHER

FRED

WORLE

BETTY McDoNALD

MARSHAll

SNELSON

RUTH

AN

KENNEDY

JOE BENISH

RUTH

GARNER

BOB

STEWART

IRENE

PALM

OF 1942

ULASS

OF 1942
FRED LAMPERT

SHEILA

MACFARLANE

CLARICE

TERRY

SHERWOOD

KRANTHOR

JACK MCCARTY

JOYCE UPPERMAN

ELLEN

SCOTT

LYDIA CHAPMAN

LoUIS

HENRY

WEBEL

RAMSEY

FRANCES

JONES

MARGARET

NORWOOD

JANE GIBSON

TOM ..BALL

PEGGY

MARGUERITE

Lou

WRIGHT

HELEN

MASON

RAY

BROWN

GRIFFIN

CLASS
ALBERT

M.

HERRERA

MARY

WHITAKER

WILMA

WILLIE

BELLE

MEYER

PATTON

DAVlD LEESER

JEAN

GLORIA

ACASON

MRS.

ELIZABETH

R. L.

JOHN

MOORE

TELFORD

DAVlS

HARSHBARGER

RUTH

BAIRD

PEGGY BROWN

ELIZABETH

BOWDEN

STANLEY

WRIGHT

NELL

RODGERS

GRAYCE JONES

JOYCE JONZ

NEWTON

LASSITER

OF 1942

CLASS

OF 1942
WILLIAM

POTASH

CHRISTINE

HARRELL

MARY

ROSEMARY

FRANCES

WALKER

JIM

DAVIS

FRANCES

ALICE

MONTAGUE

JACK

HEALY

McTIER

MARSENA

FLOYD

FRANCES

MARGARET

TWISS

ELKINS

WILLIAM

FOREMAN

DEE

JUNE

CLARK

GEHRING

MARIE

FRANK

BRADSHAW

COTTINGIM

LANGE

SHEILA

MACFARLANE

WINDSOR

NORDIN

CLASS
....,
JANE DOWNEY

RALPH

HELLWEG

MARIO

WALDO

KISSEL

JONES

DOROTHY

DES

SAULLES

RAYMO

MRS.

FERN

D LAWLESS

DEAN

JOE HAYS

DOROTHY

D.

C.

MOORE

ANlTA

JO SIMMONS

Roy

DOROTHY

SILVA

WILLIAMS

HECTOR

SILVA

NANCY

BUD

KOBOLD

KILBOURN

WINTROUB

KITTY ALDEN

JOHN

BARTON

OF 1942

CLASS

OF 1942========~
BETTY

SUE

LANIER

BOB PENICK

MARJORIE

MAMIE

LEE

CRAVENS

WOODS

BETTY JOE KEMP

Gus

SUNDQUIST

OF 1942

���������=CLASS
THOMAS

ADKINS

ADA

McDoNNELL

DOROTHY

NELL

DREHNER

MCCUTCHAN

. HAZEL

ANN

MANKER

ROBERT

LA FRANCE

VANS

EVERS

BEATRICE

KLABOCH

CLYDE

JOHN

PAUL

HAMMONDS

THORNE

CHARLES

HENDRICKS

JUANITA

ESTELLE

DORRIS

LEONA

STARR

RICHARD

FRANK

GRUBER

NEECE

MANGAN

WINNIFRED

BROCK

AMELIA

MORTON

SYLVIA LEIB

MARSHALL

WILLIS

JOSEPH

BERNICE

WEST

MOORE

MARION

DULANEY

EDDIE JO HANCOCK

MARY

EDYTHE

KERR

CHARLES

CRAVENS

GEORGE

AURELIA

DENTON

AREVALO

ELIZABETH

RUDULPH

ERNESTINE

BETTY

Lou

GRANT

BRYAN

DAVID WAGGONER

BYRON LA ROCK

EPFIE

SOUCEK

BILLEY ESCAJEDA

MARY

LEE

FERRIS

���===========C
JOHN

OWEN

BOBBlE

HEISIG

JACK LIND

BETTY SEWAll

NEll

HAYS

MARGARETTE

DES

SIDNEY LEVENSON

MARION

BAINBRIDGE

RICHARD

MARY

FRANCES

HERR

NAYLOR

J. ALDARETE

MARION

TOM

SAFFOLD

CLEMENTS

LOIS HUDSON

PAYTON

DEAN

MARGERY TANNER

JOHN

MELTON

JEHANNE

LYNCH

SAULLES

LASS 0F 19 ( 3

ULASS

OF 1943
ARLENE

BROWER

LESLIE

COLEMAN

MARION

TOM

MCCORMAC

STERNS

MARGARET

CURTISS

BOB GOTTWALD

MARY

ELIZABETH

ADKINS

ELWOOD WOOLVERTON

BERTHA

KOORTZ

JERRY GREER

ELOISE

SUNDQUIST

WILLIAM

Lucy

CHAVEZ

WILLIAM

E.

MILLER

FRANKIE

MARY

JAMESON

ANN

HALL

HARTFORD

GEORGE LANE

ELINOR

WARD

CLASS
DQROTHY

LONGNECKER

ENID

EHRENSTEIN

NILS

JOSEPH

ROSENWASSER

CAROLYN

BRIDGERS

JEAN

ELVA

FLEMING

JANE

CHAPI:-;'

ALFORD

DoRIS

MCKINNEY

RUSSELL

FRANK

RIVERS

GERTRUDE

WILLIAMS

MARY

EDITH

EDEI'S

JACKSOI'

SPARKS

NELLIE

HANSON

JAMES ARAI'T

ROBERT

WILLIAMS

ROXINE

HALL

MARJORIE

SIBLEY

OF 1943

CLASS

Oi' 1943
KATHYLEEN

KLINK

SELEMA

AZAR

ROBERT

THOMAS

SEARS

HOPE

RUTH

MCGREGOR

KATHRYN

DoRIS

ALEXANDER

HOBBS

ALTANELL

aDEN

CLAUDE

JOAQUIN

BUSTAMANTE

SUE

ROWE

JACKIE

OPHELIA

HAIGLER

McMILLAN

CHAPMAN

JENNA

HAWKINS

WILLIAM

SHIRLEY

JOHNSTONE

HUNTRESS

CAROL

TILlERY

GLORIA

GUERRA

�~~~~~~~~==CLASS
BOBBY GEORGES

MARGARET

WOODS

CHARLOTTE

ADKINS

BETTY TOMLI

JACK

SALEM

LOUISE

WEAVER

EDDIE FEUILLE

RUTH

LERNER

LEONARD

GOODMAN

JACK CROSS

MARY

Lou

NORTH

CoNSTANCE

LA MONTE

WILLIAMS

GEORGE

REYNOWS

MAYBELLE

LILYBELL

HARRINGTON

BEAHLER

BALLENTINE

BETTY

BECKETT

BOB NEWMAN

OF 1943

BOB BEMIS

HELEN

HUTCHINS

LA VER

AGNES

E ALLEY

SKAINS

ARTHUR

RABELL

MARGIE

MARILYN

BRADSHAW

PAYNE

BETTY

SMITH

ANDREW

EMMETT

MCKINNEY

CHARLOTTE

BOYKIN

ANN

MARY

SOPHIA

BRENNAN

MORAN

RUTH

ROSENBERG

BETTY

DOROTHY

RYALS

KENNEDY

HODGES

MARJORIE

LATHROP

MYRTLE

DAKAN

CLASS
ALFRED

HOWELL

AGNES

CONNALLY

DOROTHY

MARIA

HAHN

S. TERRAZAS

HARVEY

HAUSMAN

LENA

LORRAINE

MARIE

NOR COP

BONAGUIDI

MARY

ALYCE

PARMALEE

JAMES THOMAS

CAROL

CASON

JANE

ARMSTRONG

MARY

MARJORIE

ALlCE

HIMEL

McRAE

JAMES ANDERSON

MARY

FRANCES

AGNES

RICE

MAYSEL

FULLER

ALVAH

SWAIN

KELLY

OF 1943
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presents
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Fashion Center of
the Southwest ....

B ill had

a car,

You'd

And more money by far
Than

a

600 miles to equal the complete

fellow named Archibald

Root.

But "Arch"
And

have to travel more than

assortments

available

at

Popular,

plenty of pals,

that

Cause he had
a new Popular

the department

is first

with

the

store
newest!

Suit!

Popular

nr~Goods Co.
EL PASO, TEXAS

B's
I think that I shall never see
A 0 as lovely as a B.
A B whose rounded form is pressed
Against the grade~sheets
of the blessed.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a B.

---7Mrs.

Ramsey-e-t'Aren't
you the boy I sold a ham
sandwich to last week?"

James Hart-"No,
definitely,
and
I'll never be the same again."

the doctor

says

Congratulations,
Keep those

young

Eye s i g h t is
Mr. Telford-"Hey,
to you."
Mr. Black-« "Not
own."

Buddy,

let me present

my wife

on your life. I've got one of my

every

home

Light-Better

Stacy-"He
was too darn
side of his face."

have a profile

lazy to shave

the other

Graduates!
eyes bright!

priceless;

good

lighting is cheap and, remember,

equipped

Patty Curtiss-e-Yjim. why did Barsto~
picture made for the Flowsheet?

the

had the gals,

with

should

be

fully

I. E. S. Better
Sight
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Compliments of

American

melting

The (o-OpA CONVENIENT

PLACE TO BUY

and

Refining Company

School Supplies
Felt Goods

Stationery

Novelties
Sandwiches

El
Smelting

Gamble

Cold Drinks

The Student's Co-Operative

Paso

Store

Works
MRS.

EL PASO, TEXAS

Don't

Jewelry

JOE

RAMSEY,

Manager

with Your Budqet>-

Shop at Sears and Save!

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO.
209 N. STANTON

JON ES HAT

PHONE M. 152

SHOP

MANUFACTURERS AND RENOVATORS
OF MEN'S HATS
EL PASO, TEXAS
105 N. Oreqon Street
Phone Main 3968

Dr. Knapp-c-l'T'omorrow
we take up the study of
that famous physicist, Kelvin, who, among other
things, invented a device for looking through a
brick wall."
Richard "Rake" Pitts~"What
vice?"

did he call the de-

Knapp, triumphantly-s-J'A window."

"It takes guts to do this," said the bug as he headed
for the windshield.

"Poise will be poise, even collich poise."

410-420 S. Oregon St.

Phone Main 2176

EL PASO, TEXAS

Forbes-s- "Yep, I had a beard like yours once, and
then I realized how it made me look, and I cut
it off, by gosh."
Penick-« "Well, I had a face like yours, once, too,
and when I realized I couldn't cut it off, I grew
this beard, by heck."

PLANT STATION
1521 Magoffin
Phone Main 656

Students'

Headquarters

O. S. T. SERVICE
4214 Alameda
Phone Main 1254

Al Hardy Oil Co.

•

Jli9he't Octane qasoline

Hilton Hotel

555 SERVICE
1830 Montana
Phone Main 555

RED

& WHITE
SERVICE
500 Texas St.
Phone Main 1607

The more than usual lack of interest in the Economics lecture had tried the patience of Dr. Strick, land too far. "You are excused," he gritted. "and
don't flap your ears as you go out."

•
Newest-- Larqest-> Finest

Hunnicutt-"Have
Webel-"Nope,

you any social prestige?"
not a drop."

•
Robert

P. Williford,

Gallagher"Would you kiss me if I were under
the mistletoe?"
Buccholz-"Kid,
I'd kiss you if you were under
quarantine."

Manager

STANDARD

When Your School Needs
Need Replenishing
WeAre

GASOLINE

R. P. M. Motor

Aliveus Ready to Serve You

Oil

UNSURPASSED

~

s. H. KRESS

&

Co.

I
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Definitions
NOTHING-A
LA CE-

Little

bladeless

knife without

dots of nothing

tied

a handle.

together

with

string.
TROMBONE

PLA YER-A

man who can let things

slide.
CAFETERIAhis feet.

Where

a man can learn to think on

I
I

I

Standard Oil Company
01 Texas
Womble

Boulevard

Main

1872

Wood Photo Supply Co.
CAMERAS

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
PHOTO FIl\USHING

a.!J4!

Wholesale

The

309 San Francisco Street
EL PASO, TEXAS

HOLDSWORTH
Jeweler
EL PASO,

Mine

& Smelter

Supply

Co.

Retail

410 San Francisco

St.

El Paso. Texas

TEXAS

205 MILLS ST.
TOMMY

Headquarters

DEAL

Lone Star Motor Company

for

H

Miners"

before and after graduation

-i-New and Used CarsCADILLAC, LaSALLE. OLDSMOBILE, PONTIAC
CHEVROLET. G.M.C. TRUCKS

Efficient engineers and large stocks

A Savings

Account

Start to Financial

Is the

available to you at all times

Independence

EL PASO NATIONAL
BANK
Texas and Stanton ~ El Paso. Texas

Member
F.D.I.C

FRANK

D.

STEWART

Southwestern

Distributor

R. S. BEARD, Manager

Dr. [enness-s-t'O'Neal,
stranger?"

was the man you saw a total

Kermit-"Nope.
Dr., only a partial stranger. Branch
had been there first. and an arm and leg were
already gone."

SEIBERLING
Safety

Tires

And there was the man who took out his false
teeth, put them in his hip pocket, sat down and bit
himself, and two weeks later died of hydrophobia .

•

STEWART BROTHERS, OILS
INCORPORATED

Evans-c-l'Yes.
'Taurus,'

Distribu tors

RING
MOTOR
401 Montana

Street

Sonnischsen-> "Does anyone here know the derivation of the word 'Auditorium'?"

Sonnischsen,

from the latin, 'Audio.'
bull, or-"

to hear, and

perturbed.......-"That will do, Evans."

FREE
OIL

Fernandez;;ment?
Main~821
Main~174

"Hello,

is this the city Bridge depart-

Voice on phone-c-I'Yes,

what do you want."

Fernandez.......-"How many points do I get for a little
slam?"

Since

We are hopefully awaiting the time when the
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority will follow the most modern trend with a series of trip teas.

7857

Store Manager (over phone) -" Send me a slip for
the new ladies' emporium."

FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS

•
Borden's

Ice Cream Is Delicious

Working
Girl Dee Cottingim-"What
emporium?"

size is her

Mrs. Hunnicutt-"Bobbie
went to the fancy
ball with a hand grenade costume."

dress

Mr. Hunnicutr-vYes?"
Mrs.
Mr. French-i-t'Are
you quite sure that was a marriage license you gave me last month?"
Clerk-"Of

Hunmcutt-s-t'Pull
man for himself,"

a pin. and

then

it's every

course."

French-c-l'Well.
it occurred to me that there might
have been a mistake, seeing as how I have lived
a dog's life ever since."

Schuhmann
PANEL

Photo Shop
ART

PRINTS

"AMERICA'S
MOST DRESSED
KODAK PICTURES"

And there was the World War veteran in the
French history class who the teacher had such a
hard time telling that Joan d'Arc was the best loved
woman of France, and not Madamoiselle from Armentieres.

A lot of engineers believe in prohibition-they
trying to drink the country

dry all the time.

THE MUSIC MART
Dealers In High Grade Musical Instruments
Household

Appliances

218 Mills Street

Opposite

Phillips-

"Don't

Thomas-

"Whassamatter,

Post Office

,..

,.. I3ANKING ~

spit tobacco on the floor."
~r

fACILITIES

leak?"

COMPLETE

IN EVERY

DEPARTMENT
Absent minded Vince Desmond last winter dreamed he was an elephant. and awoke to find himself
throwing his trunk out of the Dormitory window.

The

STATE

NATIVNAL BANK
SINCE

Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
-So they say.

..

Buy Everything for Your Home on Easy Weekly,
Semi-Monthly or Monthly Terms at the

UNION FURNITURE CO.
205-215 S. Stanton

Main 1323-1324

UP

EL PASO.
.....

15131
TEXAS

MEMBER FEDERAL DlPOSlT Its COIIP. .<IIIIIIIl

are

Compliments of

Hand holding is sometimes an action of love, and
sometimes an action of self defence,

Norton Brothers, Inc,
/;

BOOKS

and STATIONERY
Bare knees are more in evidence now than for
several years before, but Fernandez says they are
still a luxury. Just try to get hold of one.

With necklines getting lower, and skirts getting
shorter, its a good thing that the modern co-ed goes
in for wide belts.
Betty White-"Do

I

you like tight skirts?"

Lightnin'-"No.
stuff,"
Branch- "Why
traveler?"
Gallagher-

is a gal on a hayride

like a world

Women

Compliments

II

both their trunks are covered with

ATTRACTIVELY

Corsages at Reasonable
705 N. Mesa Ave.

the

of

American
Grocery
Company
-Friends

Flowers

GIFT FLOWERS

touch

~==----============

"I dunno."

Palm's

never

I

1=======

Branch-"Because
stickers."

should

of Mines-

ARRANGED
Prices

Main 11

With Betty co-ed dressing as she doesn't, its
hard to tell whether she's going to an opera or an
operation.

EI Paso, Texas

Some reformers get their fingers burned. Others
get a lame back from stooping to look through keyholes.

Miller-"Say,
where did you pick up that swell
looking blonde I saw you with the other night?"
Hall-

"Oh, I" just opened
she was.

my bill fold, and there

O'Neal-c-l'Hi,

there, how'd you like a red hot date
with a cute little devil?"

Carlton once crashed into a telegraph pole. Wire,
pole and everything came down around his ears. They
found him unconscious in the wreckage, but as they
were untangling him he reached out feebly, fingered
the wires and murmured:

Pendley-c-l'Boy, oh boy, do you know one?"
O'Neal-"Go

to hell. Claude,

go to hell."

"Thank
a harp,"

CALL

heaven

I lived clean; they've

given me

NORDW ALD'S---

For best work and reasonable prices on furniture
repairing, refinishing and upholstering

•

We also build furniture and cabinets to order
345 Myrtle A venue

Main 2235

II

ALL FEATURE

---====11
Robinson- "So someone threw cold water on your's
and Purkey's love making."
Hester-s-t'Yes,
and you couldn't
us for the steam."

see either one of

and PORTRAITS
In This

I

Poker victims, to house mother Berkman"Dey's nuthin' back heah except us chickens,"
1-

Book Made

By

Weeks-Redmon
221 Mills Building

Strip

PICTURES

Main 2839

Faculty Men and Women!
Be

Happy!

Forget the cares of the class room!
Mix and Mingle in peaceful, contented surroundings!
Do You Sigh
For the peace and quiet of a mountain retreat? Drop in and
relax from the unending conflict with the wayward student
in our luxurious lounge, undisturbed except for the stentorian
snores of Baxter Polk, and the petite murmurings of Miss Lyles
as she repeats logical syllogisms in her sleep.

Do You Crave
One breath of pure, uncontaminated air after sniffing campus'
sulphur-Iadened atmosphere? If you do, you will enjoy our
modern gas-proof chamber, imported from London.

Do You Cry
For the privacy of an office, undisturbed by continual interruptions of nosey students? You will appreciate, then, our study,
guarded by Dean Egg and Dr. Berkman, who gained recognition on the Albuquerque special as first-class Harem guards.
Absolutely, no students admitted.

Do You Long
For entertaining company? Our private club rooms, each
equipped with self-repeating dicta phone and mirror will make
you happy.

Do YOU WANT THE BESTThen

Join

The

FACULTY CLUB
Wiggin's

Wing, Student

Union Bldg.

CONCRETE
El Taro

Where strength and permanency are essential, Con-

Portland

crete solves the pl.-,blem in mines-on

Cement

•
El Taro
Richmortar

ranches-

for

the home. There is a flexibility in its handling that
permits it to be used in a thousand ways where natural
stone and other types of buildinq material cannot be
used to the best advantage.

Use Concrete-and

specify El Toro Portland Cement.

Southwestern Portland Cement Co.
El Paso, Texas

A printer got slightly peeved at a letter from a
doctor who wanted bids on several thousand letterheads, different sizes, different grades, and different
colors. and wanted the printing form held standing.
So the printer took his typewriter in hand and wrote:
..Am in the market for bids on one operation for
appendicitis. One, two, or five inch incision-with
or without ether-also
with or without nurse. If
JI~~,appendiX
is found to be sound, want quotations to
include putting back same and cancelling order. If
removed, successful bidder is expected to hold incision open for about sixty days, as I expect to be
~
in the market for an operation for gallstones at that
time and want to save extra cost of cutting."

l

The Southwest's Leading
Sporting Goods Store
CAMERAS
and MOTION
PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
• KODAK FINISHING
HUNTING and FISHING EQUIPMENT
SKIS and TOBOGGANS

DON THOMPSON, Inc.
Bassett Tower

Mr. Saxon-s- "Where do you girls do most of your
skating in winter?"
Mrs.

Kane-s- "Oh,
our horseback

just about where we do most of
riding in summer."

Prof. Durkee-a- "Is this the meat market?"
Voice on phone-i-t'Yes
sir. What can I do for you?"
Prof.~"Meet
my wife at four o'clock for me. will
you?"

Main 2530

It has been pointed out that kissing is not sanitary.
Well, who does it for his health?
You heard about the freshman
who had had only two boyfriends
the army and the navy.

from New York
in her whole life,
A flapper co-ed is a freshman
teresting future, and a sophomore
ious past.

who had an inwho had a glor-

PURITY'S

Butter...Nut Bread

Heineman-i- "I went to a stag party
Thomas-c-I'Yes,
I saw you staggering

last night."
this morning."

Fresh Daily At All Grocers
Now comes the story of the absent minded professor who rolled under the dresser and waited for
the collar button to find him.
MADE

PURITY

BAKING

BY

COMPANY

EL PASO, TEXAS

There lived, in the hills of Tennessee,
a beautiful
young damsel. She lived with her mother in a small
house by a well traveled road, and, -though they were
not rich, yet they had enough to keep them comfortable,
£-.:
One day Millie, for that was the girl's name, was
at the side of the house under a tree. milking. Her
mother was sewing by an upstairs window. Two
soldiers tramped into sight around a bend in the
road, and as soon as her mother recognized who they
were she said to her daughter:
"Milly, come inside this minute. I don't want those
awful soldiers to be flirting with you." Milly obediently obeyed.
When the danger was past, Milly resumed her
work on the cow. But no sooner had she gotten
into the swing of things than three sailors have into
sight around the curve. The mother shouted, this
time:
"Daughter,
hurry in. I surely don't want those
sailors flirting with you!"
Eventually, the gobs passed, and Milly resumed
her task. But suddenly
four CCC boys appeared
on the road.
"Oh, Milly," said the .old lady, "yo~'ll hav~ to
come inside again, and bnng the cow wIth you.

Mrs. Sherwood"I'Il teach you to make love to my
daughter on my own front porch!"
Tappan-s-t'just
skip it, mam, I'm doing allright."
Compliments

of

AmERICAn fURniTURE co.
Texas at Stanton

Main 2670

-Free DeliveryOur

Specialty

Flower Shop
Corsages
DESIGNS
"The
ADA HIGGINS
Main 3353

~~

Bouquets

and DECORATIONS

Cheapest

and The Best"
F. GIL

Business &. Professional
KENNETH

L.

RICE,

Men

BROOKS TRAVIS

D. S. ~C.

Life Insurance

-s-Friend of Mines-

W. H.

EducationaL Policies

NILAND

Field-Parker

Annuities

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

LIFE

INSURANCE

Company
Main 664

KEVIN

D.

705 Mills Building

LYNCH

EI
DR.

J.

H.

DR. LOUIS

BRECK

W.

me

SECORD

Given Bros. Shoe Co.

were you doing after the accident."
just scraping

Axle
and
Service

Specialized Axle and Frame Straightening
Cold on Car-Wheel
Alignment
Complete Bear Equipment
Main 723 R. A. Hoover
901 NORTH MESA AVE.
D. W. Hoover

Bone and JOint Surgery

Joe~"Oh,

Paso

Fro
PAGET

W.

DR. EUGENE

Jack~"What

Miners'

Headquarters

FOR FOOTWEAR-HOSIERY

up an aquaintance."

Compliments

"That's the guy I'm laying
the farmer crossed the yard.

of

GUNNING-CASTEEL,

Reformer-> "You'Il ruin your stomach
stuff."

drinking

Charlie 'Williams-c- "That's
all right.
coat, and it won't show."

I'll wear

certainly

-HANDBAGS

for," said the hen as

"SIX FRIENDLY

Tanner-s-t'Clothes
confidence."

CO.

give a person

Inc.

DRUG STORES"

that
my

lots of

Barwise-> "They certainly do. I go a lot of places
with them that I wouldn't even think of going
without them."

Hazel Ann~"Why
is it that sometimes you appear so masculine. and at other times you are
almost effeminate?"
Goon-s-t'I'm
inherently that way. You see, half of
my p,~rents were male, and the other half female.

Lenora Womack Jenness saw a mother cat carrying her kitten by the nape of its neck for the first
time. "Why, you ain't fit to be a mother," she said
scathingly. "You ain't hardly fit to be a father."

Lesson in Sociology:
There are two sexes, masculine and feminine.
The masculine group is divided into the temperate
and the intemperate,
but the feminine into frigid
and torrid.
Outraged
Judge (to attorney) ~ "I fine you five
dollars for contempt of this court,"
Enraged attorney
(planking down a twenty-dollar
bill) ~ "Five dollars cant begin to express my
contempt of this court."

Mother-s- "Where
does that child get its temper?
Not from me, surely."
Father-c-I'Surely
not! None of yours is missing."

-

-----

Tucker Lumber Company

He-"Say,

are you married?"

Save with good used lumber

She-"Sir,

that's

He-

New cement, nails. paint, roofing. and
other building materials.
4th and Cotton

"Oh, I see, Say, do you make much out of it?"

Main 4450

The moon shone bright

FRANKLIN'S
APPAREL

as he told his love.

The color left her cheeks.

209 N. Mesa Avenue
MISSES'

my business,"

But on the shoulder of his coat,

AT MODERATE

PRICES

It showed quite plain for weeks.

DRESSES-COATS-SUITS-LINGERIE
HOSIERY

AND MILLINERY

A minister was known by a few of his parishoners
to be fond of Cherry Brandy and one of them in a
mischievous frame of mind offered to present him
with a bottle on condition, that it was fully acknowledqed in the next issue of the Church Maqazine. The offer was promptly accepted and in due
course the notice appeared in the magazine: "The
Vicar thanks Mr. McTavish for his gift of fruit and
the spirit in which it was given."

A man in the hospital for the insane sat dangling
a stick with a piece of string attached over a flower
bed. A visitor approached, and, wishing to be affable, remarked:
"How

many have you caught?"

"You're

the ninth," was the reply.

Old Lady-"Shame
this restaurant.
as to smoke."
Pre-Med note: A new patient had just returned
to her room after a visit to the Physiotherapy department for a lamp treatment.
"What

happened?"

Betty-"Well,

who wouldn't."

asked her roommate.

"Oh. nothing much," came the reply. "I was ultraviolated."

Desmond->" Gimme a tooth brush."
Clerk-

"What

Desmond-s-t'A
"Just insert this advertisement,"
said a wearylooking man to the clerk. "100 pound reward to
any perso,t,J-who will return black Persian cat to
Mrs.--,
etc,
"Isn't that a big sum for a cat?"
"It was my

WIife'
es

on you, child. for smoking in
Honestly, I'd as soon get drunk

t"
pe t cat.

Evans-s-t'W'hat

size,"
big one. The dormitory is nearly full."

kind of meat is this, Miss Pool?"

Dorm Mammy-"Spring

Lamb,"

Evans- "I thought so. I've been chewing on one of
the springs for an hour."

~

"Still--,"
"Oh, that's all right. I drowned

the bally thing."
Davenport-

Hodges-"Goodness,
Helen, you don't look yourself at all this morning. Why, I'd almost take
you for someone else."
Galbraith- "It must be true, then. I don't understand it. I was out with an englishman last
night, and he took me for a tramp."

"Your honor, I was not intoxicated."

Judge-"But
the officer said that you were trying to
climb a lamp post."
Davenport->"]
was, your honor. But a couple of
pink crocodiles had been following me for more
than an hour, and I don't mind telling you. they
were getting on my nerves."

W. T. Hixson CO.
El Paso's Jewelers
For more than Half a Century

"I just paid the doctor another ten dollars on his bill."
"Oh

goody! Two
ours. "

more payments

and

the baby's

118 Mill j Street

--

--

Established

1888 El Paso, Texas

-

--~.

Beware

The Greeks

- --

THE FLOWSHEET
PICTURES
the meeting of the Social Orgs.
(These minutes have been passed by the National Board of Review)

Alpha Chapter of Rho Sigma Stull met last night
at the home of Charles Gish, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and President Lambeth had a financial report read. There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

FORM 66-EInter-Chapter
Communication.
To: National Vice-President
in Charge of Correlating Minutes of Local Chapters.
From: Secretary of Theta Psi Chapter, Delta Delta
Delta.
In Re: Minutes of meeting of Theta Psi Chapter,
May 3rd.
At the opening of the meeting, this week's pledges
were introduced and congratulated.
The name of
prospective pledge Mamie Blurp was brought up,
and her record was placed on form 19-A, 24-K. and
sub-form 119.02Y. Member McCutchan
was held
to be out of order in trying to include the information that Blurp's paternal grandfather was a brewry
worker and the pledging of Blurp would be a bad
example.
A report from the local Alliance (see form 22%S) stressed the fact that the chapter could not be
too careful in selecting girls whose "parents were
morally responsible, financially safe, and belonging
to the Country Club."
A report from the social chairman (form 4-0)
showed that another campus sorority had held two
more parties during the previous six months, so the
chapter voted to hold two parties the same night.
There being no further business, the meeting was
adjourned.

Chi Omega, national social sorority, held a meeting last night. All the members were present. The
faculty sponsor was present.
A motion was presented. The motion was that
all members be required to study more. Miss Stowe
introduced the motion. The motion was carried.
A motion was presented. The motion was that
the club have a line party. The motion was voted
down. It was decided that no one had a line.
The President made a few statements. The statements were that one of the members had fallen down
to a "B" average. "It is evident," said the president,
"that this sister has been havinq too many dates."
This remark was booed down as obvious insanity.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned with the singing of. "I think that I shall
never SE>ea D as lovely as a B."

At de regular meating of Alphi Phi Omega. held
last nite, it was opened by a word from President
Oscar. "I seen one of you guys bird-dogging with
a Tri-Delt yesterday,
and I ain't mentioning no
names, but that's why we lost the election. If you
can't hold hands with an independent, you had better
change over to a science major."
A motion was carried unani - unanimin - with
everyone voting yes to remove the fines from members caught chewing during meatings. A motion was
also carried that we have a party. Julius Carrerra's
motion that all members wear ties and coats to school
was tabled until it could be found out how many
members owned ties.
A motion that the fraternity enter the social softball legue was voted down when it found out that
there was no prize offered the winner. "Well, gracious," said the president, "we ain't agoin' to play
without some inspiration."
The meating was closed when Primo Miller found
the other ace to the fraternity cards.

At the regular meeting of Theta Chapter of Kappa
Sigma Kappa, (I. C.) held last night in the ball
room of the First Methodist Church, the meeting
was opened with a short prayer by Bro. Cunnythumb
Price. Muggsy set a new course record of 16 minutes, 7 seconds, and was heartily acclaimed by the
fraternity.
A short talk was given by Pledge President Jack
M. Hunt. III. on "The Acme of Pledge Perfection,
And How I Reached It." Pledge Marshall Willis
told a joke.
In view of the ever-increasing
competition, the
fraternity decided to hold meetings TTS at 10:00,
M25, to choose pledges. Bro. Pres. Black explained
to the group why it was necessary to select pledges
so often. His speech was illustrated with several due
bills.
A motion was carried to have an apple-bobbing
party at the Girl Scout Camp only after an amendment to the effect that no more kissing games would
be played, had been added. The fraternity decided
to enter a team into the social softball league after
Bro. Hodges presented a report stating that Joe DiMaggio, Bill Dickey, and Hank Greenburg were
willing to pledge.
There being no further business, a silent moment
of communion was held, and the meeting was adjourned.

There being a dance at Liberty Hall, Zeta Tau
Alpha could not get a quorum, so no meeting was
held last night.

~-

-

l~

The White House
is a smart place
to buy your
clothes

==~===-

Your dealer has
ICE COLD

DR. PEPPER

Bounds, to English 310 student->"
that sentence correct?"

'I have went.' Is

Herrera-"Nope."
Bounds-"Why
Herrera-"Because

Nations-"Tell

not."
you ain't went yet."

me, were you bitten on the premises."

Beltz-"Oh,
Dr. Nations. Anatomy was never one
of my strong points, but I still can't sit down."
Headquarters

for

REFRESHMENTS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

•
FOR DANCES AND WEDDINGS
SPECIAL

F R U I T

PUNCHES

Empire Products Corporation

Altanell-s-t'Oh.

Dick, don't act like a baby."

Neece-c-l'Can't

help it. I was born that way."

Mrs. Strain. after hubby had neglected to help her
up the steps-s-t'You
sure aren't as gallant as
when I was a gal."
Pappy Strain-s-t'Well,
I was a boy."

you aren't as bouyant as when

No, Oscar, a neckerchief is not necessarily
title of the president of a sorority.

the

The Ballad Of Geroni:mo Branch
Deep in the land of the Ugh Ugh Warwhoops,
Far from the realm of civilized man
There grew up a chief among amorous Big Stoops
A chief among chiefs of the amorous Big Stoops.
Known as Branch to the Ugh Ugh Clan.
Hi-yi-yi was his battle cry
As he gazed all about with his piercing eye
And kidnapped unwary injun boys
To be masticated with ruinous noise.
Into the land of the Albuquerque
Geronimo Branch and his party went
To make all injuns talk quick turkey,
Make them subside with a quick talk turkey,
Vowing allegiance to the heaven-sent.
Glug, glug, glug as they took a quick slug
From the bountiful neck of the little brown jug
Then forth to the wars at the nearest cafe
Where little red men were wont to play.
There at the counter in their rendezvous
The brave war party laid its plans
Praying for rain and a beer or two,
Fervently asking a beer or two.
To aid in exterminating Indian clans.
In walked a chief of the apache tribe,
Four feet ten with copper hued hide
Biceps fully eight inches around.
Feet that belligerantly reached the ground.
"Please pass the salt," was his battle cry,
And Geronimo answered him. "Hi yi yi!"
Grabbed him by the foot, grabbed him by the hair,
Pulled out his scalpel. and scalped him there
Scalped him there of his sparse biege hair
Scalped him clean and scalped him fair
Threw him through the window out into the street,
First, however. releasing his feet.
That is the tale of Geronimo Branch,
That is why Injuns pale and blanch
For they know that someone is about to die
When Geronimo Branch cries Hi-yi-yi.

Chasers
(Lim-rickeys, with assorted
Yin d'Imaqination )
UNNATURAL

Johnny was a little late,
Johnny had a heavy date.
Johnny hurried. Johnny scurried.
Johnny didn't make her wait;
Johnny, with heroic glance,
Took his girl friend to the dance,
But when he got there, his bowlegs were bareJohnny had forgot his pants.

A cat named Joe
Was not so slow
To make amorous passes
At feline lasses
A giraffe named Pet
Was very upset
When his throat got sore
For ten feet or more
A dog named Scout
Was quite put out
When he bit a bone
Which was really a stone

One day as he rode o'er the prairie,
In his merrie Oldsmobile,
Young Ethelred grew quite unwary,
And took one of his hands from the wheel.
He encountered a curve unexpected,
And things were quite hard to control.
He returned from his ride most dejected
While his girl friend went out for a stroll.
There was a young fellow named Jones
Sporting india rubber bones,
When you gripped him right hard.
And cried "hiyah pard"
He uttered most hideous groans.
There was a young fellow named King
Who had always aspired to sing
As he tried to sing basso
He was chased from el paso
Which shows you what music will bring.
Our Serious Thought for today
Is one which may cause some d~y
Just what are the forces
Which bring little horses
1£ all of the horses say "Neigh".
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A hippopotamus
Fatter than a lot of us
Has more fun
Than a Son of a Gun.
Now Wylie is one of the best
Who'll "shoot" any woman with zest
Anytime, anyplace
Any form, any face
No matter if clothed or undressed.
(Above is a paid adv. See Howard for details.
Appointments made for sittings with slight fee for
consideration.
Photographs
all sizes, including
salon, passport, or French postcard. Work Guaranteed. )
There was a young lady called Millie,
A very attractive young filly.
A reporter by trade,
It has often been said
That she drove all the fellows quite silly.
An aspiring young Greeley named Bounds
Emitted most horrible sounds;
He cut funny capers
While grading his papers
And claimed that he lost fifteen pounds.
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But now he's cold,
Yet still more bold:
He talks about his wooing.
He cracks a smile,
His flippant style,
Is often his undoing.
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In days of old,
When knights were bold,
And language was poetic,
The wooing lad,
In accents sad.
So often grew prophetic.
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Speed's not a crime.
He wastes no time,
He chats in accents frantic.
He shows the change,
The debth, the range,
And gives a scene Romantic-
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[unell, the traveling salesman, was making Barstow. and upon arrival found the only hotel filled
to the roof.
"No sir," said the clerk, "we can't let you have a
room unless you take half of a private dining room.
There's a screen across it and a young lady has the
other half of the room, but she won't bother you."
Frank agreed that it would do, as there was no
alternative.
A short time later he ran into the corridor, his
eyes staring and pale.
"Hey," he shouted. "that woman's dead."
"I know it, sir," the clerk politely replied. "but
how did you find out."
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PERHAPS

...

We will have a twinge of nostalgia

later. Maybe we will heave

the proverbial sigh as our grandchildren
pages of this book. There

paw through the yellowed

is even a chance that we might show

this book to our friends in the years to come.
But right now our only feeling is one of relief. The book is now
ready for the blots and scrawls of our friends. We have only to
sit back and avoid the blows of those whose pictures are not among
those present.
So with no immediate regrets. we leave our equipment to the next
year's staff. They may claim, to have and to hold, our 1907-model
Underwood.
tarnished

our paper-cutter

with the broken blade, and the two

Lone Ranger badges we own.

It was nice knowing you. Your pictures have been beautiful. Good
hunting.
BOB CLARK,
DAVID

Editor

TAPPAN,

Business Manager

